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two decades, magnetic resonance (MRI) has developed into a 
HU....F>',"F. tool for the heart. morphology is now commonplace 
'''''',Uv'''''' practice, and a plethora of techniques have also arisen on the 
Myocardial tagging is an quantitative cardiac MRI method 
involves magnetically tagging the heart with a set saturated bands, and monitor­
deformation of these bands as the heart contracts. Displacement encoding with 
",,",uue;,, (DENSE) is a relatively new myocardial tissue 
into the phase of the YIRI for rapid 
myocardial displacement at multiple through the majority 
The work presented automates 
data. 
For to motion, relatively frequencies 
are wrapping typically occurs. In measures of 
a two dimensional (2···D) quality-guided unwrapping algorithm was 
both spatiall  and temporally. A algorithm and a 
algorithm are proposed. The fully-automated phase unwrapping 
unwrapped 767 out of 800 (95.9%), and the 
algorithm successfully unwrapped 786 out 800 (98.3%). 
A method the 2-D trajectories of 
as they move the cardiac cycle is also individual 
Ql~;pl:'lCE:m;8m measurements is reduced for each motion 
with functions. This improvement is 
from 
was validated both on a phantom and 
in ventricular (LV) circumferential radial 
cine DENSE for 5 normal the 
values obtained are with measures derived using 
The accuracy of this tracking algorithm for typical 










to optimize the displacement encoding frequency and to estimate the baseline strain 
noise both for the phantom and in vivo. For the in vivo studies, the optimal displacement 
encoding frequency is in the region of 0.1 cycles/mm. For 2 scans of 17 second duration, 
the strain noise after temporal fitting was estimated to be 2.5 ± 3.0% at end-diastole, 
3.1 ± 3.1% at end-systole, and 5.3 ± 5.0% at mid-diastole. The improvement in intra­
myocardial strain measurements due to temporal fitting is apparent in strain-versus­
time curves, strain histograms, and also in images identifying regions of dysfunctional 
myocardium in studies of patients with infarcts. 
Slice following (SF) has previously been developed for myocardial tagging to account 
for tissue motion through the image plane. By incorporating SF into a cine DENSE 
sequence, two important implications arise: l. the ability to obtain true 2-D and three 
dimensional (3-D) frame-to-frame motion trajectories of material points initially lying 
in a single plane, and 2. the ability to use these true motion trajectories to assist in 
accurately segmenting the myocardium at each cardiac phase. Algorithms are presented 
to realise these two objectives. 
The SF cine DENSE 3-D tissue tracking algorithm was validated on a moving phantom, 
and a through-plane tracking accuracy of 0.48 ± 0.25 mm was achieved. Using the true 
3-D motion trajectories, the effect that rotation of the myocardium through the image 
plane has on measures of strain was investigated. For 6 volunteers scanned in a mid­
ventricular short-axis view, through-plane rotation caused the end-systolic Ecc to be 
reduced in magnitude by 3.91 ± 0.43%, and the corresponding Err to be increased 
in magnitude by 6.01 ± l.07%. For LV motion-guided segmentation, epicardial and 
endocardial contours were manually drawn at a single cardiac phase, and the motion 
measured by SF cine DENSE was used to project the contours onto the remaining 
cardiac phases. Based on full sets of manually-drawn contours and an area measure 
of segmentation error, the accuracy of the segmentation algorithm was shown to be 
similar to inter-observer variability. In addition, a radial segmentation error metric was 
introduced for short-axis data, and the resulting mean errors for 6 SF and 6 non-SF 
cine DENSE datasets are 0.13 ± 0.12 and 0.21 ± 0.15 pixels, respectively. Although the 
segmentation error for non-SF cine DENSE is greater than for SF cine DENSE, motion­
guided segmentation using non-SF cine DENSE typically yields acceptable results in 











of LV function 
the total user interaction to manually 
frame. Regional strain-time curves 
in the myocardium can then automatically 
and/or temporal resolution. 
right ventricle (RV) has a complicated '"'~~ ...~ 
in a more unruly manner than the LV. Methods 
DENSE are introduced. Using a measure 
RV, interventricular dyssynchrony is 
bundle branch blocks. Both left 
the delay to onset of 
identifying responders to 
(HARP) analysis is a 
and strain from V~t,b~'~ 
is introduced that rapidly produces 
motion-guided tissue classification technique is 
the relatively ordered 
of these algorithms 
the myocardium on a single 
equations of motion of points 
at an arbitrary spatial 
LV, and behaves 







A HARP tracking 
motion trajectories. A 
technique uses dif­
chaotic trajectories in adjacent regions of noise (ventricular and lungs). 
classification error was quantified and further 
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ect purpose and 
Heart UL..,vu.:,v is a J.V"'"''''''''F. cause of death in world. In 2000, 
disease (CVD) "....UQvV 39% of deaths in the (AHA, 2003), and in 
CVD-related in the United higher 
2003). is second responsible for 
deaths year 2003). 
Myocardial wall abnormalities occur heart diseases. Wall U'v'V"'"""" 
imaging therefore an integral role in the prognosis, and clinical man­• "'J'..,uv',,, ... , 
agement of Accordingly, myocardial motion tracking 
strain analysis tJv.,\,..u'va"J..J.Y has great clinical ';)J.E,UUl''''U'j<L'-'''' Magnetic Resonance 
(MRI) is """'U",U,," an indispensable -"'U;F,""'"'''' of heart UIL>C;a<:>C;. 
boasts a for quantifying motion, my­LH'l>lUUIH5 
ocardial VU5,5Uj'5 , 1988; 

phase contrast Dijk, , 1984), and more 

displacement-encoded using stimulated C;\.>HVC;", (Aletras et ai., 1999b), 

Myocardial accurate measures of and strain. The main 

advantages of low spatial as defined by the tag 01J()L"-'UJlF. 

and the need for some of manual intervention of tag lines
V\.A,VJ.VU 















UL':)"'''[h\'A~LU'vUV rather than 
advent of Harmonic analysis (Osman and 2000a). Velocity­
encoded phase contrast uU'''''5''''5 measures instantaneous 
the acquired signal. achieves high 
locity is encoded into the The primary 
phase 
of velocity 
is that velocity measurement errors propagate H.Mv"~LU"~UU and strain 
displacement from a fixed encoding time using 
spatial resolution measurement of 
initial DENSE sequences at a 
(Pai and Wen, 2003) and (Kim et al., 
2004) DENSE sequences that SNR for temporal resolution 
developed. 
phase, 
A portion of this document Dn)CE~SSJ,ng of cine 
of the thesis 
UlLJiLvLJ'.::l'VHCH (2-D) tracking 
UVJGu".u inter-frame 
A new two 
proposed. If 
for cine HARP. 
and allows for 
A motion-based tissue 
commencing from each pixel centre at 
on 
are calculated, trajectories result 
for the cavities vVJ"vO,l111 
for the 
tissue, and chaotic 
nature of these trajectories can for tissue classification, and a of 
characteristics were 
date, the analysis of cine done on a 

entailed conversion followed by the 

finite element of an MRI image is 





is required for absolute measures 
An is introduced to track 
using these absolute 
was validated using a 
pixel centre at 
resolution of 
document reports the first 
DENSE images. Spatiotemporal 
displacement using 




this tracking is at 
trajectories are at 












curve to coordinate component as a function of Temporal was done 
5thhere order basis functions, and the CO{;ml::aeJm;s were derived 
the discrete Fourier transform. Lagrangian directly 
the offered is evident both 
standard and in curves representing versus 
time. was also shown to be useful ;HO""HJ'H III nOlSY 
myocardial Furthermore, random 
was added to vivo cine k-space the 
of the this was investigated. 
A velocity myocardial V'-"6,E>""E> is that a 
plane is imaged, 
Different of tissue can thus be at each phase, which 
complicates myocardial tracking. has been in tagging 
with following (Fischer et at., 1994), which uses a differential acquisition to 
true myocardial motion. 
The Dn)Dc)SE~a cine to three"">JlUvU 
(3-D) by applying cine 
orthogonal 
practical HUU",J.H", times for clinical use. 
pulse and applying displacement orthogonal directions, itvH'vV'HUI". 
De(~OnleS possible to true 3-D 
This tracking is introduced and was 
phantom. SF data was used to of 
rotation on myocardial strain measurements. 
intensive of the cine DENSEnr.-nOY>T 
myocardial contours for each If a large 
of points in myocardium are tracked cine DENSE, the 
trajectory components can be used to in the myocardium. Obtaining 
trajectories is complicated presence displacement measurements 
regions to the n",n.""''''·,;1 A method is proposed to eliminate these 
displacement measurements on physiological motion resulting 
to project a manually-defined onto 












The effectiveness of the method was gauged relative to manually-drawn contours based 
on a sum of false positive and false negative area measures, and also using radial distance 
measurements. This is the first reported segmentation algorithm for cine DENSE. 
The cine DENSE image processing methods presented here allow for an accurate strain­
time and displacement-time analysis of the human left ventricle (LV) and reduce the 
total manual interaction to the delineation of the myocardium at a single cardiac phase. 
These algorithms have all been implemented in a custom-written MATLAB graphical 
user interface which is described in Appendix A 
Cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) has been shown to improve symptoms, quality 
of life, LV function, and mortality in patients with end stage heart failure (Bristow et al., 
2004). However, approximately 30% of patients that meet the current criteria for CRT 
do not respond positively to this costly and invasive therapy (Bristow et al., 2004). 
Cine DENSE MRI methods have recently shown promise for quantifying LV mechanical 
dyssynchrony in a way that may be superior to tissue Doppler in terms of spatial coverage 
and the ability to assess circumferential strain rather that longitudinal velocities, strain 
rate, and strain (Patel et ai., 2006). The additional measurement of interventricular 
dyssynchrony between the right ventricle (RV) and LV further improves the ability to 
prospectively identify CRT responders (Penicka et al., 2004). 
The RV wall is notoriously difficult to image and analyse because it is thinner and 
behaves in a more unruly manner than the LV, and it has a complicated, asymmetric 
geometry. Only a limited number of RV studies have been carried out using myocar­
dial tagging (Young et al., 1996; Klein et al., 1998; Fayad et al., 1998; Haber et al., 
2000, 2005) and phase contrast velocity encoding (Kayser et al., 2000). There are no 
reportedRV studies using DENSE. Methods to study RV motion using cine DENSE are 
introduced here and these were used in conjunction with the LV analysis to investigate 
LV-RV interventricular dyssynchrony. These methods have been successful in identi­
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fectiveness of a 
of a study aimed at (1Pl',prlrr1 
maximising signal-to-noise-ratio 
Chapter 4 nr~)"Ql'lT 
was validated on a 
curves are fitted to 
calculated 





results for a 
a 
image processing tech­
and motion-based tissue classification 
without significant phantom 
cine HARP chapter is 
covered in the cine DENSE 
is assumed throughout. 
and the modalities avail­
capable of mea.c;uring 
contrast velocity encoding, myocar­
cine DENSE. Background con­
the requirements for the correct phase 
A fully-automated spatiotemporal 
on DENSE data. The 
investigated, Finally, the 
fJIG"''''lHC;ll'' encoding frequency based on 
unwrapping efficacy are presented. 
algorithm cine DENSE. This algorithm 
the tracking accuracy was quantified. Periodic 
trajectory coordinates as a function of time. Strain is 
trajectories and both the trajectories and 
improved by the temporal fitting. The original 
interpolations from the fitted 
measurements were made both on a 
discusses the integration of SF into 
for SF cine DENSE is 
This provides true 3-D motion 












plane rotation of the on 2-D strain was short-axis views of 
human heart. 
Chapter 6 presents a tracking algorithm that employs AUvvA.. cine HARP 
of the tracking UHOCHVU was quantified using 
in the my-
displacement measurements. 
the unique phase >'"""nm",+r,,,, n?'r,,,,o?',.,,,,,, of HARP images. 
ocardium or stationary coherent motion tracking 
in the noisy 
tion algorithms 




<;OU'J.V""'U noisy regions is 
with 
Chapter 7 presents a myocardial segmentation technique to cine DENSE 
A manually-defined myocardium is cardiac 
using the encoded information. Contours are using 
isocontours or active contour and smoothed by fitting functions. The 
method was and SF cine the resulting 
contours were compared to contours using both a sum 
area measures, distance measurement. 
8 introduces RV wall motion using 
These were LV, and used to assess 
dyssynchrony in both volunteers on the basis of 
9 summarises the the preceding six 
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2.1 the heart 
2.1.1 Cardiac and function 
heart is a two atria two ventricles. Its 
function is to pump and """"'"-'1::''' blood to rest 
of the body. of the heart is bounded 
by the caudally by diaphragm. 
is cranial great "'-",,,,-,,,, 
extremity heart formed is known as the 
heart apex, which projects inferiorly, of the left ventricle. 
The is by a VUUUvU 
over distension of the heart and to 
the sternum itself 
is the conditions. 
heart muscle is myocardium, the border which is known as 
epicardium, the interior (in contact with blood) is known as 
endocardium. 
The serve as pumps for the blood enters the right 
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Figure 2.1: 	Anterior view of the heart in situe. The pericardium has been removed to expose the 
heart surface features. Image adapted from Netter (1998). 
below. The RA pumps the blood through the tricuspid valve into the right ventricle 
(RV). Blood is then pumped by the RV via the pulmonary valve into the pulmonary 
trunk, which splits into the pulmonary arteries before entering the lungs. Upon leaving 
the lungs, the oxygenated blood enters the left atrium (LA) through the four pulmonary 
veins. The LA primes the left ventricle (LV), directing the blood through the mitral 
valve in the process. Finally, the contraction of the LV ejects the blood through the 
aortic valve and into the aorta. 
The LV has the burden of pumping blood to the entire body and hence has relatively 
thick walls. The RV only pumps blood into the lungs and thus has far thinner walls than 
the LV. The interventricular septum is the common wall shared by the two ventricles, 
and is also made up of thick muscle because of its role in LV function. The portions of 
the ventricles excluding the septum are known as the ventricular free walls. 
The period from the end of one heart contraction to the end of the next contraction 
is called the cardiac cycle. This is comprised of a period of relaxation called diastole, 
followed by a period of contraction called systole. The atria contract shortly before the 
ventricles and hence systole is subdivided into atrial and ventricular systole. As the atria 
contract, the tricuspid and mitral valve leaflets are initially pulled open by tendinous 
cords attached to muscular extensions of the ventricular wall known as papillary muscles. 
The papillary muscles also serve to prevent the atrioventricular valves from billowing 
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Figure 2.2: View of the heart sliced through its long-axis. Image adapted from Netter (1998). 
each ventricle and these are often clearly visible in MRI images. The outflow tracts of 
both ventricles have a smooth interior, whereas the majority of the endocardial walls 
are rough, being comprised of prominent ridges of muscle known as trabeculae carneae. 
The moderator band is a small but prominent bridge of muscle in the right ventricle, 
and serves to conduct neural impulses. Figure 2.2 clearly depicts the tricuspid, mitral 
and aortic valves, as well as the papillary muscles, trabeculae carneae and the moderator 
band. 
Immediately after ventricular contraction begins, there is a short period, known as iso­
metric contraction, when all of the valves associated with the ventricles are closed. This 
occurs while the ventricles build up sufficient pressure to push the aortic and pulmonary 
valves open against the pressures in the aorta and pulmonary trunk. Isometric contrac­
tion implies that tension is increasing in the muscle but no shortening of the muscle 
fibres is occurring. This is not strictly true because there is apex-to-base shortening and 
circumferential elongation (Guyton, 1981). 
Once the pressures in the LV and RV exceed the pressures in the aorta and pulmonary 
trunk, respectively, the semilunar valves open and the blood is ejected. About 60% of 
the blood is ejected during the first quarter of ventricular systole, and usually most of 












of are as the period of ejection. little blood 
flows out last quarter, 
contracted. protodiastole. arteries, 
the pressure protodiastole that within the 
great 
The ventricular fibres spiral around and down boundary 
to end the papillary muscles, or to spiral path. The 
effect ventricles contract they Pin""",," direction 
when apex. It is this rotation that causes to strike the 
a manner that we are all exertion. In 
moving ventricular wall, muscle fiber a progressive 
middle third of the waH circumferentially 
(Mirsky et 
The '''UV'''''L< pacemaker of of a cluster of 
specialised the wall of the generated by the 
sinoatrial moves down through the node, 
which is in the center of the heart ventricles. After 
node, the electrical ventricles';"5,lH",lQ 
Purkinje are three conducting the AV node to the tissue 
bundle branch (RBB), and the left 
combined left anterior and n".,c,rL>T'U,\,,. lu.J"A>VA"'''' are referred to as 
the (LBB). 
2.1.2 
most used diagnosis of heart ",VAUU"'U 
are echo cardiography, nuclear scintigraphy, Positron 
and single photon (SPECT) are 
two branches of nuclear medicine functional 
Computed tomographic (CT) scanners are cardiac anatomical HHU5J'H5 
three methods are, however, not techniques for the v.><"",.,.'-'UAU 












Echocardiography is typically the first-line noninvasive test to evaluate cardiac anatomy 
and function if a heart defect is suspected. It is based on analysing ultrasonic waves that 
have been reflected off the various blood-tissue and tissue-tissue interfaces that consti­
tute the heart. By examining the Doppler shift of the ultrasonic waves due to flowing 
blood, normal and abnormal areas of blood flow can be quantified. Echocardiography is 
relatively inexpensive but it exhibits a lower image quality than MRI and CT. It is also 
limited by the fact that the ultrasonic waves penetrate poorly through bone and lung, 
hence restricting the use of echo cardiography to a few specific viewing windows. 
Nuclear scintigraphy involves infusing a radioactive compound, or tracer, into the pa­
tient. This compound collects in areas of the heart that receive a good blood supply. 
Gamma rays emitted by the compound are detected using a scintillation camera, and 
heart-wall movement and overall heart function can be evaluated with cardiac gating. 
Despite being an excellent tool for functional analysis, morphological detail is limited 
by the relatively low spatial resolution of the technique. 
X-ray angiography has for decades served as the definitive technique for demonstrating 
the morphology of a variety of heart diseases. It is also the gold standard for defining 
coronary arterial anatomy and pathology. A catheter is inserted into a femoral vessel and 
guided up to the heart. An iodinated contrast medium is then injected, and its course 
is monitored by taking a rapid series of X-rays. X-ray angiography provides detailed 
morphological information, but it is invasive and typically only gives a two-dimensional 
representation of the process. 
The ability of MRI to accurately discern soft tissues makes it well suited to studying a 
range of heart pathologies. In addition to examining soft tissue, MRI also has the ability 
to obtain images whose signals are proportional to blood flow in vessels, tissue oxygena­
tion, tissue perfusion, mechanical contraction, and the concentration of metabolites in 
tissues. 
Our understanding of intramyocardial motion and deformation is limited. The ability 
to monitor the detailed behaviour of the myocardium would better our knowledge of 
normal heart function, as well as assist in identifying abnormalities arising in cardiac 
disease. Assessment of intramyocardial motion was first analysed by implanting track­
able materials into the myocardium. The earliest technique was based on radiopaque 












restricted by the paucity of the physical markers. A similar technique used ultrasonic 
crystals (Villarreal et al., 1988), but had the same disadvantages. As these methods 
are too invasive to be performed repeatedly, research in this field has been limited. A 
less invasive technique, developed by Young et al. (1992), monitors the bifurcations of 
the coronary arteries using angiography. However, this method is also limited by the 
paucity of the features being tracked. 
Noninvasive methods of quantifying myocardial motion based on electron beam PET, 
SPECT, and CT all rely on the movement of the epicardial and endocardial borders, and 
give limited insight into intramyocardial motion. The twisting of the heart during the 
cardiac cycle is particularly difficult to analyse using epicardial and endocardial borders. 
Both MRI and ultrasound allow for the measurement of intramyocardial motion. The 
available MRI methods will be discussed later in this Chapter. Ultrasound methods 
include tissue Doppler imaging (Sutherland et al., 1994; Heimdal et al., 1998; D'hooge 
et al., 2000), which measures instantaneous myocardial velocity, and speckle tracking 
(Li et al., 2006), which is based on tracking the correlated speckle pattern from frame 
to frame through the cardiac cycle. 
2.1.3 Cardiac MRI 
In cardiac MRI, electrocardiogram (ECG) triggering is done almost without exception. 
An ECG is a trace depicting the potential of the electrical currents involved in the 
heart's contraction. A normal ECG trace is shown in Figure 2.3(a). It is composed of 
a P wave, a QRS complex, and a T wave. The P wave is caused by electrical currents 
generated by the atria just before they contract, and the QRS complex is caused by 
currents generated by the ventricles just before they contract. The T wave is caused 
by currents generated when the ventricles recover from their contraction. The QRS 
complex is the most prominent feature in an ECG trace, and is used as the trigger for 
ECG gating. Image acquisition during cardiac MRI is a relatively slow process, and 
sampling is done over a number of heart beats. In order to minimise respiratory motion 
artifacts, the patient is often asked to hold his/her breath for each scanning sequence. 
The image acquisition is made more time-efficient by capturing a number of samples 
during each heart beat. This process is depicted in Figure 2.3(b), where the resulting 
samples from different phases of the cardiac cycle can be used in a multi-slice collection 
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Figure 2.3: 	Electrocardiogram triggering in cardiac MRI. (a) A standard ECG trace depicting the 
most prominent electrical peaks. (b) Triggered gating showing the series of samples used 
to construct images of multiple slices or cine images. 
been developed, including steady-state free precession (SSFP) and echo planar imaging 
(EPI) . Details of these sequences can be found in many MRI texts, for example Haacke 
et al. (1999) . 
While MR imaging of the body often uses the conventional orthogonal imaging planes 
(i.e. transverse, sagittal and coronal), cardiac imaging is more frequently performed in 
planes orthogonal to the cardiac axes. The most common imaging planes are shown in 
Figure 2.4. The positions of the atrial cavities are labelled, but the resolution offered by 
the magnitude-reconstructed DENSE images is insufficient to clearly resolve the atrial 
walls. The long-axis of the left ventricle is defined by a line passing through the apex 
and the centre of the atrial valve (Dinsmore et al., 1984). Planes parallel to this long­












Figure 2.4: Illustration of magnitude-reconstructed DENSE images in three standard cardiac planes. 
(a) Short-axis view; (b) long-axis parallel to the septum; and (c) long-axis perpendicular 
to the septum. LV - left ventricle; RV - right ventricle; LA - left atrium; RA - right 
atrium. 
respectively. The planes geometrically perpendicular to the long-axis of the left ventricle 
are known as short-axis (SA) planes. The apical two chamber view is the vertical long­
axis plane which is parallel to the septum, but passes through the left ventricle, mitral 
valve and left atrium. The four chamber view is the horizontal long-axis plane which is 
perpendicular to the septum, but passes through both ventricles, both atrioventricular 
valves and both atria. The work presented in this manuscript was largely confined to 
mid-ventricular short-axis views of the heart. Major anatomical features seen in this 












Figure 2.5: 	Short-axis DENSE magnitude-reconstructed overview image depicting major anatomical 
features. 
2.2 Quantifying myocardial contractility using MRI 
2.2.1 Phase contrast velocity encoding 
Phase contrast (PC) MRI was first developed by van Dijk (1984) and , separately, by 
Bryant et al. (1984) to map the velocity of blood and myocardium. It was adapted for 
cine acquisitions by Nayler et al. (1986) . Velocity encoding is based on the fact that the 
frequency of precession of a spin in a magnetic field gradient will change if it moves to 
another part of the gradient, as governed by the Larmor equation f = B" in which f 
is the frequency of precession, B is the magnetic field, and, is the gyromagnetic ratio. 
If a spin moves in a constant magnetic field gradient G with constant velocity v for time 
t , then an accumulated phase shift of b.¢ = ,Gve results . This phase shift is directly 
proportional to the velocity of the moving particle. Bipolar gradients are typically used 
to cancel any phase shifts for stationary spins, thus ensuring that only moving spins 
acquire a net phase shift. To obtain velocities in different directions, gradients have to 
be applied in each direction. A map of velocities can then be extracted and strain-rate 
tensors can be calculated from the velocity field using finite element techniques. 
Adjusting the magnetic field gradient effectively changes the range (window) of velocities 
that can be imaged. This window corresponds to a phase shift of 211" radians, and 












window to set o,,,,,,,,rr1 to the of velocities in 
the (1996) states wall is of 
the of and 10 cmjs 
Obtaining measures opposed to strain-rate) points of 
myocardium through time. The strain tensor can from 
the motion (Zhu et al., 1997), which can one of several 
tracking (Constable et al., 1994; Pelc et ai., et al. , 1996). Tissue 
tracking measurements results in an of measurement error. 
The attempt to correct this error by forward and 
et ai., 1994; Pelc et ai., by using the periodicity 
of et ai.) 1996). The strain measurements can be smoothed further 
trajectory data to a (Zhu et ai., 1997). 
a limited number motion have been 
conducted encoding (Masood et 2000). is in to the fact 
that uU'''''M'''~U are slow to acquire are prone to motion artifacts. 
2.2.2 Myocardial tissue tagging 
2.2.2.1 
MR nnTn"", ~bb.U'b (Zerhouni et al., 1988; Dougherty, 1989b), mag­
points act as noninvasive and their motion can be 
the motion of 1,"',","0'-,,-< markers mentioned 
to simple translation the markers relative to each 
as cardiac (Lorenz et ai., 2000). 
V""'I:;>6U"& typically produces of selective satura­
tion, effect is a property of 
bands rlt:<l'r\r,cn with the tissue, Specified are thus HLUvHC;U 
serve as during contraction. 2.6(b) are examples myocar­
dial 1;""1:;,&"'& in a short-axis view, The are applied at end-diastole and are seen 










(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 2.6: 	Short-axis tagged images, (b) undeformed, at end-diastole, and (c) deformed, at end­
systole. 
The most common myocardial tagging sequence is the spatial modulation of magnetisa­
tion (SPAMM) sequence, which was proposed by Axel and Dougherty (1989b). The pe­
riodic spatial modulation of signal is achieved by using a sequence of two non-frequency 
selective RF pulses separated by a magnetic field gradient pulse. This is followed by a 
conventional imaging sequence. The direction of th  applied gradient pulse determines 
the direction of the tag lines. The physics describing SPAMM myocardial tagging is 
presented in Appendix B. For 1-D tagging in the x direction, the longitudinal magneti­
sation Mz after applying the tag sequence is given by 
(2.1) 
where Mzo is the longitudinal magnetisation prior to applying the tagging sequence, 
() is the flip angle of the RF pulses about the z axis, and kx corresponds to the tag 
spatial frequency. The applied gradient lies along the x direction, so that the resulting 
magnetisation is cosine modulated in this direction. More complicated tag profiles are 
possible using additional RF pulses (Axel and Dougherty, 1989a; Mosher and Smith, 
1990), but only tagging with two RF pulses (1-1 SPAMM) will be considered in this 
manuscript. 
Although the time dependence of the magnetisation is not shown in Equation 2.1, the 
tag contrast fades as a function of the T1 relaxation. Most commonly, the tags are 
applied as early as possible after detection of the QRS complex in order to ensure that 












could be seen 60-450 ms permitting sampling of the 
contractile phase of 
Until the nuclei in the are properties of the 
being investigated and hence move it as it deforms. The displacement of the 
lines during at angles to the direction of the 
undeformed set of motion in 2-D using orthogonal sets of line tags 
typically breath holds. The tagging sequence 
can by including a second modulation gradient 
orthogonal to one to resolve motion in 2-D from 
a single registration errors due to difference 
breath hold the signal roughly twice as much 
as line V"';;,E.HJl;; sets of orthogonal line-tagged images are 
better suited to a third dimension, further 
image planes are to the original image plane. 
It is VU;;,E.H";; to obtain two re(:ucms of motion 
short-axis slices, from long-axis slices. 
SPAMM V~bt,'''b that the tag lines are re­
solved. contrast was by Fischer et al. (1993) using a vvv.uu.... 
'U"'"',<',UVU'U",",'V>vucom plimentary (CSPAMM), which 
component of the >U~.F."'V the tagging information from the relaxed com­
ponent. This is an with a positive U~F,F.U"h 
an image with a for which the modulating sinusoid was 
by 11" radians. not only improves the contrast of the tags, but also 
the assessment of the entire heart cycle 
contrast by optimising the flip angle 
pulses HU~E>"UE> excitation angle was adjusted for 
tag lines is equal for each 
technique is that it requires two 
thus acquisition. 
Tag range 5 to 7 mm, although 
as4mm (Urayama et at., 2000). Breath-hold sequences are 
mC~tlcin aiTDr>'h" over the 16-20 












acute myocardial that the is correctly oriented cooper-
and that dyspnea 
as severe obstructive 
to severe pulmonary vVJ.'!".~;ov'.VH or an ac(:onlpl:mv 
disease is not 
is the tag the 
or automatically 
Image 
cardiac images can very informative viewed in cine an ex-
observer. of the uvvuu.,'-1 lies in 

methods that developed. Typically, 
 step in 
The most common 
in 
The is further review paper by 
(2005) more detail on both the imaging and image analysis of myocardial vu~,>o"UO' 
tag lines are 
step typically deriving tissue and/or mea­
surements. More parameters can derived, such as 
velocity, and shear 1998) can be derived 
the grid triangles to 
parameters. represents the deformation of four adjacent in-
Myocardial deformation are to be homogenous 
that is, the is assumed to be The movement 
two of a triangular can be used to changes in magnitude 
of the first (>,1) principal 
sides before in Figure A 
unit circle at the equilateral is seen to to an 
major and axes of this ellipse, 
of these elements can characterised as a combination of rigid-body trans-
by the displacement triangle's centroid, 
a tensor (F) that transforms 
ael:onnatlon, given 
Background deformation 
analysis Appendix D.tensors is Dn~Sen1t~o 
tensor is independent translation, but can decomposed into 
rigid body rotation components. is using the polar 












centred about \...llIJO""l1 
the positions of 
next image. In this way deformation 
then used the 
the displacement and but also 
acts as an for the incorporation of data 
in 3~D cardiac modelling is referred to review paper 
the 
by 
Kumar and (1994) developed a mapping from one to next a 
thin plate as an interpolant. This eliminates 
that tracks the allows an arbitrary point in one to 
This method also 
stripes (Young et al., has been validated using gel 
21 
the dynamic "'''',",,"H''' 
is 
point allows one to 
a tensor describing the strain. 
fractional change in length \"011H'C'" 
oriented through that point. 
principal eigenvectors represent the strain. 
It is VlCt,,"'UH"U" information from the 




 ill'l>VIJHJll"- to compute 
next image. Once point U'""'"''''v ",,''' are 
parameters can be 
and Axel (1992), fits a model 
two views (short and long 
ofmodel to develop a comprehensive n.U.l\cll1Gtl'v 
Axel 
tensor at a 
line segment 
the 
'~~''''''~'~ HUG)"",,, to a model of 
F 

2.7: Finite element strain analysis depicted on a square, where the corners of the 
square represent tag intersection points. 














was devised by 











this complex image, or 
et ai., et ai. (1996) developed a volumetric model that 
complex using just a few intuitive UH.;'U'V'U This eliminates 
for C>V"C>YIC'nra -prOC(~SSlmg before the by a physician. 
A similar known as the field-fitting 
Pla,celnents are 
tag long-axis and two 
deformed 
by a series expansion. 
consecutive are treated as part of a 
that is The vVI:;;lllvllOU of the series expansion are 
found by tag lines. This 
expansion 
coordinates of the LlH\.!v<'VJ. 
the displacement field, from which strain can be calculated. 
..................... ..., phase (HARP)2.2.3 
the some intervention for 
been eliminated with 
(HARP) analysis, was first proposed by Osman 
and Prince ( following description of is largely adapted from Osman 
and Prince (2000a). 
in the Fourier it is seen that the spectral 
mation of co,l'~.I<.."U image is modulated onto a of spectral peaks. 
An example in Figures 2.8(a) are located at 
the By the spectral 
2-D Fourier image results. 
image (Figure 2.8(a)) is a of the original 
(Figure 2.8{b)), 
is intimately to the tag lines. This phase, which is from tag line to tag 

















Let considered to at to, and let every material 
As the 
to a new spatial x at 
time t. ".at,,,ra,nr>a map p(x, t) motion, where p(x,O) p. 
LH\JHOLVU'CH vector notation will HARP can 
spectral peaks in be na".t",r,y, 
It is in Appendix E that a SPAMM 
images, each corresponding to a distinct spectral 
unified description the MR image during motion is by 
(2000a) 
v~...: .... v~ image is the sum 
(2.2) 
n=l 
were t)) is the image intensity a,ue'C;H'Ao of the tag pulse sequence, 
account for the effect fading. The number of is 
SPAMM and 9 for SPAMM. Each of the N harmonic\"VJ.HfJUjA 
to a distinct peak identified by the frequency vector kn (k~ 
of kn). 
from the reference configuration to 
its position P 
moves 
at this reference time. 
N 
I(p(x, 
J<l"v'C,UJ'c,uu field is '-'\.,-La."." 
current configuration, that x p(x, t). Substituting in 
for a single 
(2.3) 
peaks in the Fourier arise because the the SPAMM 

image, acting as that shift the 

From Equation ¢n(P(x, t)) 

t)). This wrapped 

-1[' 1[', and is ¢ = mod(¢* + 





















is throughout the whole of k-space, motion of the is small enough 
most energy is around peak at kn . Any 
rotation tag would rotate position of peaks about 
centre causes 
angular peaks. 
A image can 
filter with dimensions 
around Only one 
will have small errors due to interference from other 
by a spectral a 2-D 
enough to encompass the maximum of 
out is 









lost in the 
2.8( e)) their corresponding HARP (Figures 2.8( d) 2.8(f)) are 
These uuou,j;'-"" demonstrate the phase of pattern is a tissue n,..,.n£,,..n 
and ,",.1.>,."",,,,,,, constant rl""n,f'£:j fading variations. 
fundamental tag results in a 
Selecting peaks higher 
tag frequency. 
phase wrap for 
results in 
of 271" for each in the HARP The peak 
at the is chosen for 
high content, but to 
frames is than spacing. 
The HARP method can easily extended to images. phase 
for the two directions are determined independently using spectral peaks 
in each This is in tagged 
images. of is that less 
IS with images. 
The peak is a function the tagging sequence, 
anatomy the image bandpass 













(a) (b) 	 (c) 
(d) (e) 	 (f) 
Figure 2.8: 	(a) A I - D tagged magnitude image at end-diastole, (b) the corresponding k-space image 
and bandpass filter, (c) the magnitude image of the inverse 2-D Fourier transform of the 
filtered image, and (d) the corresponding phase image. (e) The I-D tagged magnitude 
image at end-systole, and (f) the corresponding harmonic phase image, showing that the 
harmonic phase is a material property of the tissue. 
(a) (b) 	 (c) 
Figure 2.9: Filtering the spectral peaks in a 2- D tagged image. 
Prince, 2000a) . The use of bandpass filters to extract the spectral peaks suggests that 
the tracking resolution of HARP strain images is equal to the intrinsic Fourier resolution 
defined by the filter size. Parthasarathy et al. (2004) investigated the achievable dynamic 












(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2.10: Effect of CSPAMM on k-space magnitude images. (a) k-space for I-D 1-1 SPAMM, 
(b) k-space for I- D 1- 1 SPAMM where the sinusoid has been shifted by 7r radians, 
(c) CSPAMM k-space image obtained by subtracting (b) from (a). The DC peak is 
suppressed and the amplitudes of the harmonic peaks are doubled. 
in a typical analysis sufficiently accommodated for the physiological limits of strain 
and twist in a human heart, but that the method is inadequate for dobutamine stress 
testing. In a further study, Parthasarathy and Prince (2004) investigated the strain 
step response of HARP, and concluded that the HARP resolution is almost equal to the 
Fourier resolution, which is of the order of the tag spacing. 
Increasing the size of the bandpass filter seems like an obvious solution, but this intro­
duces noise from adjacent spectral peaks. Using complimentary 1-1 SPAMM (CSPAMM) 
suppresses the DC spectral peak and allows half of k-space to be used for the HARP 
analysis as shown in Figure 2.10. The complex conjugate spectral peak can also be sup­
pressed by using 3-point phase cycling, as described by Callot et al. (2003). This allows 
the whole of k-space to be used by eliminating the need for any filtering operation, and 
increases the spatial resolution to that of the pixel size. 
HARP images can be used to generate synthetic tag lines by identifying constant-phase 
contours. Figure 2.11 depicts isocontours for ¢ = 11", corresponding to the tag minima. 
There is, in principle, no limit to the achievable density of tag lines that can be portrayed 
in this manner. Strain can be calculated directly from HARP images using the gradient 












Figure 2.11: 	Harmonic phase isocontours corresponding to tag minima on a manually segmented 
image. 
2.2.3.2 Measuring small motion from cine HARP images 
Suppose that two orthogonal sets of 1-D tagged images are obtained, with tag frequen­
cies ki and k2 respectively. Consider a point p on the myocardium. The position of 
this point at time t = 0 is again given by the reference map p(x, t). The phases ¢I and 
¢2 for the point x remain constant with time since the harmonic phase is a material 
property of the tissue. If it were possible to unwrap ¢I(X) and ¢2(X), then each point 
on the image would be defined by a unique set of phase coordinates, and tracking these 
points through time would be a straightforward process. There are unfortunately several 
technical challenges to unwrapping HARP phase images, some of which are mentioned 
in Section 3. 
An alternative to unwrapping the HARP images involves subtracting HARP images 
of successive frames. Performing this operation, i.e. 6.¢(x, tf') = ¢(x, tf+l) - ¢(x, tf), 
where f is the frame number and l' is a frame difference, results in an image that is only 
wrapped in areas where motion has occurred between frames. Figure 2.12 demonstrates 
the result of this process. Successive frames of HARP images for vertical tag lines are 
shown in Figures 2.12(b) and 2.12(a), and for horizontal tag lines in Figures 2.12(f) 
and 2.12(e). If successive HARP images are subtracted, the wrapping shown in Figures 
2.12(c) and 2.12(g) results. Unwrapping such images simply involves using 1-D line 
integrals that add 21f where the phase difference 6.¢ < -1f, and subtract 21f where 
6.¢ > 1f. These unwrapped images are defined as 6.¢i(x, tf') and 6.¢;(x, tf'), respec­












(a) (b) (c) 	 (d) 
-
(e) 	 (f) (g) (h) 
Figure 2.12: 	Subtraction of HARP images to derive components of displacement . (a) HARP image 
of frame f + 1 of a sequence with vertical tag lines; (b) HARP image of frame f of a 
sequence with vertical tag lines; (c) Wrapped horizontal displacement field obtained by 
subtracting image (b) from image (a); (d) unwrapped horizontal displacement. Here light 
intensities imply motion to the left and dark intensities imply motion to the right. (e) 
HARP image of frame f + 1 of a sequence with horizontal tag lines; (f) HARP image of 
frame f of a sequence with horizontal tag lines; (g) Wrapped vertical displacement field 
obtained by subtracting image (f) from image (e); (h) unwrapped vertical displacement . 
Here light intensities imply upward motion and dark intensities imply downward motion. 
image intensities indicate motion to the right. Similarly, in Figure 2.12(h) light image 
intensities indicate upward motion and dark image intensities indicate downward mo­
tion. The radial contractile action of the left ventricle is clearly evident from these two 
images. 
With reference to the phase term in Equation 2.2, the 2- D displacement u = [UI U2]Y 
can be calculated according to 
u(x t) = KW- I [ i",.¢t(x, t) 1 	 (2 .4)
' i",.¢;(x,t) 
where W = 	diag(k l , k2 ) and K is a constant scaling factor that relates pixels to millime­
tres. The displacement field corresponding to the phase components in Figures 2.12( d) 
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Figure 2.13: 	The HARP inter-frame displacement vector field corresponding to Figures 2.12(d) and 
2.12(h) . 
A limitation of this method of calculating displacement fields is that aliasing will occur 
if the movement of the myocardium between frames is greater than half the tag spacing. 
Thus Equation 2.4 only holds if Iknu(x, t)1 < 7r, n = 1,2. Using a larger tag spacing 
is an obvious solution to this problem, but this also has shortfalls . Osman and Prince 
(2000a) simulated the HARP analysis using a mathematical phantom, and found that 
the error in the displacement estimate increased almost monotonically as the tag size 
was increased . This occurs because the spectral peaks in the Fourier domain move 
closer together as the tag size is increased, thus introducing noise from adjacent spectral 
peaks, which in turn corrupts the displacement estimate. Note that the measures of 
Eulerian strain for HARP described in Appendix F are not affected by the limitation 
Iknu(x, t)1 < 7r, n = 1,2. 
2.2.4 Displacement encoding with stimulated echoes (DENSE) 
DENSE encodes displacement into the phase of the MRI image. The DENSE pulse 
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the solution to equations (Appendix G). 
This following 
(2.6) 
where Mo is the thermal value of the 
unencoding pulse is applied readout, pulses are played out 
at the cardiac to create following transverse magnetisation 
,t) = [[Mzocos(kexd Mol e- t/ T1 + Mo] +Ul) sin(a) (2.7) 
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(a) (b) (c) 	 (d) 
(e) 	 (f) (g) (h) 
Figure 2.15: 	Stationary phantom k-space and image space portraying the suppression of the unwanted 
echoes. (a) and (e) represent k-space and magnitude images after the SPAMM kernel, 
respectively. (b) and (f) portray k-space and magnitude images after the stimulated 
echo has been centred by the unencoding gradient. (c) and (g) show the k-space and 
magnitude images where the displacement encoding frequency ke is set high enough that 
the conjugate echo shifts out of the sampled k-space. (d) and (h) show k-space and 
magnitude images after suppressing the Tl echo using CSPAMM. Images courtesy of 
Professor F. H. Epstein. 
and are shown in Figure 2.15(b), with the corresponding magnitude image shown in 
Figure 2.15(f). 
The stimulated echo is the desired DENSE echo, whose phase is directly proportional 
to the tissue displacement UI. The stimulated echo has an inherently low SNR, as is 
evident in the M zo /2 factor in Equation 2.8. The other two echoes produce undesirable 
tag-like artifacts, and can be suppressed using inversion recovery (Aletras and Arai, 
1999), through-plane dephasing (Aletras et al., 1999a; Zhong et al., 2005), or various 
degrees of phase cycling (Kim et al., 2004; Callot et al., 2003; Epstein and Gilson, 
2004). Suppression using inversion recovery can only be done at a single time point, 
and is unsuitable for cine DENSE. The through-plane dephasing suppresses all echoes 
in a manner proportional to their distance from DC in k-space, but at the expense of 
SNR. Phase cycling can be applied to selectively isolate any of the echoes (Tsao and 
Laurent, 2005), simultaneously improving the SNR at the expense of lengthy acquisition 
times. The tradeoffs between phase cycling and through-plane dephasing for suppressing 












For the data presented in this document, the displacement encoding frequency was 
set high enough to shift the conjugate echo out of the sampled k-space, as shown in 
Figures 2.15(c) and 2.15(g). CSPAMM was then used to suppress the T1 echo (Kim 
et at., 2004), as well as to improve the SNR by signal averaging. The tradeoff is that 
two separate acquisitions are required for CSPAMM. The final DENSE k-space and 
magnitude images for a stationary phantom are shown in Figure 2.15(d) and 2.15(h). 
A series of reference images are acquired for this CSPAMM configuration to compen­
sate for phase shifts caused by background magnetic field inhomogeneities. Using cine 
DENSE to measure displacement in 2-D thus entails six acquisitions, and can be per­
formed in 19 heartbeats with a 60 ms temporal resolution and 2.7 x 2.7 mm spatial 
resolution (Kim et at., 2004). Since the background phase varies slowly compared to 
the image spatial resolution, low resolution phase reference images are adequate. This 
was implemented by Zhong et at. (2006b), where the imaging time was reduced to 12 
heartbeats. The SNR of magnitude-reconstructed cine DENSE images decays with time 
because of the T1 dependence of the stimulated echo, as well as artifacts arising due to 
growth of the T1 echo. As a result, cine DENSE can only reliably capture about two 
thirds of the cardiac cycle. 
Figure 2.16(a) shows the cine DENSE magnitude images at three instants in time. Dis­
placement was encoded in a vertical direction. Figure 2.16(b) shows the corresponding 
phase-reconstructed images where the phase of each pixel is proportional to tissue dis­
placement, and where white represents 7f radians and black represents -7f radians. Since 
only the final phase accrual of the spins is measured, MRI phase is inherently confined 
to the range -7f < ¢ < 7f. The true phase is thus wrapped to lie within this range. This 
wrapping is evident in the regions of 12 o'clock and 5 o'clock in the end-systolic phase 
image in Figure 2.16(b). Using manually defined LV contours and a variation of Itoh's 
1-D phase unwrapping method (Itoh, 1980), the unwrapped images in Figure 2.16(c) 
were obtained. This phase unwrapping method is not suited to automation, as it is 
very sensitive to noise, and it has to be initiated on a pixel with known absolute phase 
(typically a pixel that has endured no phase wrapping). 
The first term of Equation 2.8 shows that this phase is simply related to displacement 
in the Xl direction by the displacement encoding frequency ke . Vector combination of 
these unwrapped phase images with a corresponding set of images encoded in the X2 
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(a) (b) (c) 	 (d) 
Figure 2.16: 	(a) Cine DENSE magnitude-reconstructed images at early-systole (top), mid-systole 
(middle) and end-systole (bottom). (b) Corresponding phase-reconstructed DENSE im­
ages encoded for motion in the vertical direction. Field inhomogeneities have already 
been corrected for using the reference images. (c) Corresponding contoured and un­
wrapped DENSE phase images. Light pixels indicate downwards motion and dark pixels 
indicate upwards motion. (d) Corresponding DENSE displacement fields derived from 
unwrapped phase images encoded in both Xl and X2 directions. 
While initial DENSE sequences imaged the heart at a single cardiac phase, navigator­
guided (Pai and Wen, 2003) and breath-hold (Kim et al., 2004) cine DENSE sequences 
that trade SNR for temporal resolution have recently been developed. To date , the 
analysis of DENSE images has occurred on a frame-by-frame basis, and predominantly 
includes phase unwrapping, conversion of phase to displacement, and deriving strain 
directly from the displacement fields. The computation of Lagrangian strain is achieved 
by Kim et al. using isoparametric formulation with quadrilateral elements (Moaveni , 
1999) . It should be noted that localized phase unwrapping is sufficient for this method 
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wnTable 2.1: Comparison of myocardial tagging, phase contrast velocity encoding, HARP and DENSE MRI imaging. Advantages Disadvantages 
Tagging Large displacements can be measured over long periods. 
Images suitable for qualitative analysis. 
Large number of clinical case studies have been done. 
2-D displacement can be measured from a single series. 
Spatial resolution limited to tag spacing. 
3- D analysis is laborious and time consuming. 
Contrast degradation occurs due to tag fading. 
Manual myocardial segmentation required. 
Poor contrast between blood and endocardial borders. 
w 
~ 
Phase contrast High spatial resolution. 
High temporal resolution. 
Processing software exists for all major manufacturers. 
Straightforward postprocessing. 
Lengthy acquisition times. 
Manual myocardial segmentation required. 
Poor contrast between blood and endocardial borders. 
Phase distortion due to eddy currents and Maxwell terms. 
Measures velocity over the entire cardiac cycle. Measuring the derivative of displacement may give a poor 
displacement estimate. 
Prone to motion artifacts and may require respiratory navi­
gator control. 
DENSE and Large displacements can be measured over long periods. Low SNR associated with the selected echo. 
HARP Good contrast between blood and endocardium (DENSE). Few clinical case studies have been done. 
Straightforward postprocessing. Manual myocardial segmentation required. 











Absolut cine DENS displacement 
measurement using iotemporal 
hase unwrapping 
.1 Introduction 
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wrapping occurs physiological cardiac motion. 
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decrease in to displacement. shown 
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(Yang et 
applications in MRI. 
(Glover and Schneider, 1991), phase contrast 
Two dimensional phase has been 
UAA'~b'>U (Aletras et at.) 1999b), but with predefined contours to isolate the myocardium. 
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Consider a pixel with 2-D indices i and j, phase ¢ij and a wrapping operator W where 
W(¢ij) = mod(¢ij + 1[",21[") - 1[". The operator mod is the congruence modulus. This 
can also be represented as W (¢ij) = ¢ij + 2kij 1[" , where kij is an integer chosen so that 
W (¢ij) E (-1[",1["]. The phase unwrapping problem involves solving kij for each pixel. 
Phase unwrapping can be done along a particular path by integrating the differences, 
b.¢, of the locally unwrapped phases. This is equivalent to integrating the phase gradient 
\l¢, and is embodied in the line integral 
¢(r) = i \l¢(r) . dr + ¢(ro) (3.1 ) 
where C is any path in the image domain connecting the points ro and r. Note that 
b.¢ is constrained to lie between -1[" and 1[" to avoid aliasing and hence ensure correct 
unwrapping. This unwrapping process can be implemented in 2-D by using a region­
growing algorithm. Although phase unwrapping is conceptually straightforward, it can 
in practice be difficult to implement. Errors introduced due to image noise are in­
clined to propagate with devastating results. Fortunately, there are ways of identifying 
problematic features in phase images. 
For a phase surface where discontinuities are solely a result of the wrapping process, 
the integral of the phase gradient over any closed loop is zero. Figure 3.1(a) shows a 
simple 2-D phase surface, where black represents -1[" radians and white represents 1[" 
radians. The phase surface in Figure 3.1 (b) contains a single phase wrap. In both cases 
the integral of the phase differences over any closed loop in the image is zero. 
In cine DENSE images, 2-D phase unwrapping is complicated by image noise, phase 
shear and the fact that only a few pixels span the myocardial walls. Phase shear occurs 
where regions of adjacent tissue slide across each other in opposite directions. The 
integration of the phase gradient over a path encompassing a 2-D domain of interest 
thus often yields nonzero values, implying that the unwrapped phase is dependent on 
the path followed. These inconsistencies can be ascribed to phenomena known as phase 
residues. Two examples of phase residues are shown in Figures 3.1(c) and 3.1(d). Here 
the line integral of the phase gradient around the centre of the image accumulates a 












(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 3.1: Simple closed line integrals on (a) a non-wrapped phase surface, (b) a phase surface 
containing a single phase wrap, (c) a positive phase residue, and (d) a negative phase 
residue. Black represents -7r radians and white represents 7r radians. 
closed path if the accrued phase is ±27l' radians. The sign of this phase denotes the 
charge of the residue and the sum is calculated in a counter clockwise direction around 
the loop by convention. Note that it is possible, in more complicated residues, to accrue 
a phase that is an integer multiple of 271" radians. These scenarios are unlikely, and it is 
generally assumed that only residues of the form shown in Figure 3.1 are encountered. 
Extending this supposition to include a number of residues within the closed path yields 
the residue theorem, which is given by 
f 'V¢(r) . dr = 271" x (sum of enclosed residue charges) (3.2) 
where r is the length of the integration path and 'V¢ is the gradient of ¢. This states 
that the closed-path integral around a number of phase residues will equal some integer 
multiple of 271" radians. When the residue charges are balanced within a region, the line 
integral around that region is zero for any path taken. Consistent phase unwrapping 
is thus possible if and only if all integration paths do not encircle unbalanced residue 
charges. 
Residues are detected in practice by integrating around each 2 x 2 block in the image. By 
convention, even though the residue in fact exists between the pixels, the upper left pixel 
is chosen to designate the residue's position. Figure 3.2(a) shows a HARP image, and 
the corresponding residues are shown in Figure 3.2(b). The white points depict positive 
residues and the black points depict negative residues. The two arrows illustrate a 
residue dipole, which is a positive and negative residue pair occurring as a result of a 












(a) (b) 	 (c) 
Figure 3.2: 	(a) Wrapped phase image. (b) Corresponding phase residues where white dots correspond 
to positive residues and the black dots correspond to negative residues. The arrows illus­
trate a residue dipole. (c) Itoh's one dimensional phase unwrapping technique produces 
streaks that emanate from the residues and continue in the direction of the integration 
paths. 
residues when Itoh 's I-D phase unwrapping technique (Itoh, 1980) is applied. Itoh's 
technique unwraps phase by integrating the locally unwrapped phase in I-D. 
There are two main methods for 2-D phase unwrapping: path following and minimum 
V-norm methods (Ghiglia and Pritt, 1998) . Path following methods involve unwrapping 
the phase along a path that depends on some measure of phase consistency. Minimum 
V-norm methods apply a more global approach, and seek to minimize the integral of 
the differences , in an LP-norm sense, between the gradients of the solution, and those of 
the locally unwrapped original phase values. 
The minimum V-norm methods are typically more robust than path following methods, 
but are also more computationally expensive. In the interest of efficiently unwrapping 
through both space and time (see Section 3.3) , only the path following methods were 
investigated. Path following methods lend themselves well to cardiac images, where the 
myocardium is a continuum and generally provides a reliable path of integration. Two 
common 2-D path following methods are Goldstein's branch cut algorithm, and the 
phase quality-guided algorithm. 
3.2.1 Goldstein's branch cut algorithm 
A branch cut is a barrier that the phase unwrapping path of integration may not cross . 
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Figure 3.3: Path dependent phase unwrapping in the presence of two residues of opposite polarity. 
(a) Starting at point A, paths 1 and 3 will result in the same phase value at point B, 
whereas the phase value predicted using path 2 will be different. (b) If a branch cut is 
placed between the two residues, then any possible integration path between A and B will 
yield an identical phase result . (c) Alternatively, if the two residues are connected to the 
image border by branch cuts, integration between A and B along any path will also yield 
consistent phase results. 
connected to some other residue. If the newly connected residue has not been connected 
to another residue in another cluster, then its polarity (-lor 1) is added to the sum of 
the polarities of the other residues in the box. If, however, the residue has already been 
connected to other residues, its polarity is not added since it has already been accounted 
for in another residue cluster. 
If the cumulative charge is nonzero when the search of the 3 x 3 box ends, then the box 
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Figure 3.4: Performance of Goldstein's phase unwrapping method on DENSE images. (a) Wrapped 
DENSE phase image depicting motion in the horizontal direction, (b) corresponding phase 
residues, (c) corresponding branch cuts, and (d) unwrapped phase. The arrow depicts an 
erroneous phase discontinuity in the right ventricle. The black pixels depict regions that 
were isolated by the branch cuts. 
3.2.2 Quality-guided path following 
The quality-guided path following phase unwrapping method uses a measure of phase 
"quality" to guide the path of unwrapping (Ghiglia and Pritt, 1998). The approach does 
not identify residues, and simply assumes that the path of integration will not encircle 
any unbalanced residues. Although this assumption seems theoretically unsound , the 
method is surprisingly robust in practice. 
A good measure of phase quality is a root-mean-square measure of the variances, within 
a local n x n pixel region, of the partial derivatives in the Xl and X2 directions (Ghiglia 
and Pritt , 1998) . This is given by 
/"(.6.XI _ .6. XI)2 + . /"(.6. X2 _ .6. X2)2VL..J t,J p ,q VL..J t,J p ,q 
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(a) (b) 	 (c) 
(d) (e) 	 (f) (g) 
Figure 3.5: 	Performance of the quality guided path following phase unwrapping method on a DENSE 
image. (a) Wrapped DENSE phase-reconstructed image depicting motion in the horizontal 
direction. (b) Phase quality map where dark pixels represent high phase quality. (c) 
Unwrapped phase image using quality-guided path following. (d)-(g) Progression of the 
guided flood-fill operation using the phase quality map in (b). The calculation intervals 
are arbitrary, and the white pixels represent pixels in the adjoin matrix. 
3.3 Methods 
Obtaining true measures of displacement using cine DENSE requires an absolute mea­
sure of unwrapped phase. Disregarding unwrapping errors due to noise, the problem 
of obtaining absolute phase involves correctly estimating the phase of the starting seed 
point for the unwrapping algorithm (ro in Equation 3.1) . Unless the phase unwrapping 
integration commences at a point with a correct or known phase, the entire unwrapped 
image will be offset by the amount of phase error in the initial estimate. In the case 
where the seed point is placed on the myocardium, or another region of high quality 
phase, this error will be an integer multiple of 27l' . The selected starting points in Fig­
ures 3.4 and 3.5 were manually chosen somewhere on the liver, since it lies adjacent to 
the LV and often provides a path of consistent phase into the LV. This is however not 
a robust solution since phase shear commonly exists between the liver and the LV, and 











A method of ensuring that absolute phase reference seed points are present on each frame 
of a cine DENSE series was developed using spatiotemporal phase unwrapping. Very 
little cardiac motion takes place between the displacement encoding and the acquisition 
of the first frame of cine DENSE data. It is therefore characteristic that no phase 
wrapping will have occurred on the first frame , so that all phase measurements in the 
myocardium on this frame will be absolute. A measurement of absolute phase for each 
frame can thus be obtained by selecting any seed point on the myocardium on the first 
frame, and unwrapping the phase through space and time along any path restricted to 
the myocardium. 
Goldstein's method is ill-suited to DENSE data since only a few pixels span the width 
of the myocardium, making it likely that branch cuts will be placed transmurally and 
prevent portions of the myocardium from being unwrapped . Goldstein's method was 
applied to 95 DENSE phase-reconstructed images. For maximum box sizes of 3 x 3, 
5 x 5 and 7 x 7 pixels, the LV was correctly unwrapped for 70%, 81%, and 78% of 
images, respectively. Although a 3-D extension of the branch cut method does exist 
(Huntley, 2001) and has been successfully applied to phase contrast velocity encoded 
images (Salfity et al., 2005), the results from Goldstein's 2-D implementation on DENSE 
images discouraged the use of this method for spatiotemporal phase unwrapping. Initial 
results with the 2- D quality-guided path following method were more promising, making 
this the method of choice. 
3.3.1 	 Fully-automated spatiotemporal phase unwrapping algo­
rithm 
Cine DENSE phase images were unwrapped by extending the 2-D quality guided fiood­
fill algorithm to 3-D (one temporal and two spatial dimensions) and by commencing the 
unwrapping on all pixels at the first cardiac phase. The extension of the phase qua.lity 
map to a third dimension (X3 or time) is straightforward, and is given by 













where for each sum the indexes (i,j, k) range over the n x n x n window centred at the 
pixel (p, q, r). The terms ~~j,k' ~~j,k and ~~j,k are the partial derivatives of the locally 
unwrapped phase in the Xl, X2 and X3 directions, respectively. The terms ~p~:,r' ~p~:'r 
and ~p~:,r are the averages of these partial derivatives in the n x n x n windows. The 
3-D flood-fill algorithm is identical to the 2-D algorithm described earlier, except that 
the solution and adjoin matrices are 3-D, and six rather than four adjacent pixels are 
examined. Although this method is completely automated, the processing times can 
be prohibitively long. This is largely due to the number of pixels in the adjoin matrix, 
that is, the search space for the highest phase quality pixel that lies adjacent to an 
unwrapped pixel. 
3.3.2 	 Combination of semi-automated spatiotemporal and two 
dimensional spatial phase unwrapping algorithm 
Although the effectiveness of the fully-automated spatiotemporal phase unwrappmg 
method was investigated in this study, a more computationally efficient semi-automated 
approach is also presented. The proposed algorithm is as follows: 
1. 	 Calculate 2-D phase quality maps for all frames. 
2. 	 Place a seed point in the myocardial mid-wall region on the first frame. This is 
the only manual interaction required. 
3. 	 Create correctly unwrapped seed points on the rest of the frames by rapidly thread­
ing an unwrapping path through time, allowing sufficient spatial unwrapping to 
follow the myocardium as it moves. This is achieved using 3-D quality-guided 
phase unwrapping, and by limiting the spatial unwrapping to a specified radius 
per frame. As soon as an unwrapped pixel appears on a particular frame, all 
unwrapping for all previous frames is stopped. 
4. 	 Once unwrapped pixels are present on all frames, 2-D quality-guided phase un­
wrapping is performed for each frame independently, commencing at the correctly 
unwrapped reference pixels. 
The 3-D phase unwrapping was achieved here by stacking 2-D phase quality maps 
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were investigated by acquiring mid-ventricular short-axis data from a single volunteer 
with ke = 0.02, 0.06, 0.10, 0.14, 0.18, 0. 22, 0.26 and 0.30 cycles/mm. The scans were 
performed on a 1.5 T Siemens A vanto MRI scanner (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, 
Germany) using a four-channel body phased array RF coil and the following imaging 
parameters: FOV = 360 x 248 mm; echo train length (ETL) = 9; effective TE = 9.82 ms; 
TR = 20 ms; matrix size = 128 x 75 pixels; pixel size = 2.81 x 2.81 mm; slice thickness 
= 8 mm; and cardiac phases = 33. A bottom-up flyback interleaved k-space trajectory 
was used to remove ghosting artifacts (Kim et al., 2003). 
In order to remove the effects of the conjugate echo, which moves into the sampled 
k-space for low values of ke, the CANSEL phase cycling method (Epstein and Gilson, 
2004) was applied l . This increased the breath hold time, and scans for the two encoding 
directions were acquired in two breath holds of 22 heart beats each. The effectiveness 
of both fully- and semi-automated phase unwrapping methods with manually-drawn 
contours was investigated with reference to ke . The SNR in the myocardium as a 
function of ke and time was also investigated. The mean myocardial signal per frame 
was defined using manually defined contours, and the noise level was defined as the 
standard deviation of a sample of background noise. 
3.4 Results 
The fully-automated method correctly unwrapped 767 out of the 800 images (95.9%), 
and the semi-automated method correctly unwrapped 786 out of the 800 images analysed 
(98.3%). The semi-automated method was 5 - 9 times faster than the fully-automated 
method. 
Magnitude-reconstructed end systolic images for a single volunteer with varying values 
of ke are shown in Figure 3.6. The SNR becomes significantly lower in the inferior LV 
wall and the majority of the RV as ke is increased. This signal loss is attributed to in­
travoxel dephasing (Fischer et al., 1995) , and is observed in DENSE because incomplete 
intravoxel rephasing occurs when tissue deforms. This effect is more pronounced for 
higher values of ke. The presence of signal in the blood in Figure 3.6(a) is because ke 
is too low for even the motion of blood to cause significant intravoxel dephasing during 
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(a) 	 (b) 
(c) 	 (d) 
(e) 	 (f) 
(g) 	 (h) 
Figure 3.6: 	End systolic cine DENSE magnitude-reconstructed images for a. healthy volunteer with 
kc values of (a) 0.02, (b) 0.06, (c) 0.10, (d) 0.14, (e) 0.18, (f) 0.22, (g) 0.26, and (h) 0.30 
cycles/mm. Decreased signal intensity due to intravoxel dephasing becomes apparent in 
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Figure 3.7: 	Phase unwrapping errors as a function of ke for both semi- and fully-automated phase 
unwrapping methods. The majority of the incorrectly unwrapped frames for the high 
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Figure 3.8: Mean myocardial SNR as a function of time for various values of ke . 
of the semi-automated algorithm limits the unwrapping through time to regions of high 
phase quality, thus generally ensuring that phase unwrapping errors are confined to in­
dividual frames. The radius parameter is dependent on both the spatial and temporal 
resolution, and should be adjusted accordingly if the imaging parameters differ greatly 











The phase unwrapping algorithms are more robust for lower values of ke , as is shown in 
Figure 3.7. The displacement encoding frequency for the cine DENSE sequence should 
be set as high as possible for large phase sensitivity to displacement, but low enough to 
ensure acceptable phase unwrapping efficacy and a relatively uniform SNR in the LV. 
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show that encoding frequencies in the region of 0.1 cycles/mm provide 
optimal results . Indeed, when limited to images acquired with ke = 0.1 cycles/mm, 
the fully-automated phase unwrapping method was successful for 97.8% and the semi­
automated method was successful in 98.8% of images. 
A 3-D phase unwrapping method for MRI images is presented in Cusack and Papadakis 
(2002). The method is similar to that presented here in that unwrapping is also guided 
using a measure of phase quality, which is either based on the magnitude image, or on a 
3-D smoothed map of phase inconsistencies. Such smoothing is undesirable in the cine 
DENSE application because of the limited number of pixels spanning the walls of the 
myocardium. More recently, a fast N-dimensional phase unwrapping algorithm has been 
proposed (Jenkinson, 2003). The method uses a region merging approach to optimize a 
cost function that penaJizes differences across boundaries. This method could be applied 
to the cine DENSE data, but a mask would be beneficial because of the high ratio of 
noisy phase data to good phase data. Either the magnitude images or the phase quality 
maps could be used as a mask. An alternative mask for DENSE phase unwrapping has 
been proposed by Sinele et al. (2006), which involves removing low SNR pixels that lie 
adjacent to phase residues, and also removing pixels where displacement shear effects 
are present. 
A spatiotemporal phase unwrapping method has been proposed for phase contrast veloc­
ity encoding (Yang et al., 1996). The method is similar to the proposed semi-automated 
method in that it effectively implements temporal and spatial unwrapping in separate 
steps. Yang et al. use a variation of optical flow on the magnitude images for spatiotem­
poral unwrapping, and remaining inconsistencies are removed by using a 2-D minimum 
V-norm method to unwrap the phase separately for each frame. This method is ill­
suited to cine DENSE because the optical flow spatiotemporal guiding is complicated 
by the T1-related signal decay. 
The phase unwrapping method proposed here does not necessitate myocardial contours. 
This has been implemented with the aim of using the tracking to assist in segmenting 
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The phase unwrapping errors should thus ideally be detected online so that the patient 
can be immediately re-scanned if necessary. 
At least two possible improvements can be made to the phase unwrapping algorithms 
presented here. Firstly, the magnitude images can be used in addition to the phase qual­
ity map to guide the unwrapping path, as in Cusack and Papadakis (2002). Secondly, 
zero filling of k-space can be implemented to reduce the effective pixel size. This does 
not increase the information contained in the data, but serves to increase the number 
of pixels spanning the walls of the hear t. Zero filling would be particularly beneficial 
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corresponds to a 2-D tracking error of less than 0.141 mm. A further deformable 
phantom study by Young et at. (1995) using active contour models to identify tag lines 
found the 2-D tracking accuracy to be 0.27 mm. Optical flow methods have also been 
used to track tag lines. In a study by Dougherty et at. (1999), rotational motion was 
simulated using stationary phantom data and the 2-D tracking error was found to 
decrease from 0.16 mm to l.18 mm during 1 second. For the HARP tracking algorithm 
proposed by Osman et at. (1999), the tracking accuracy is estimated to be similar to the 
0.1 mm reported by Guttman et at. (1994), where active contour models were used. A 
preliminary deformable phantom study by Osman et at. (1999) suggests that FastHARP 
is capable of tracking material points with a 2-D accuracy of 0.22 mm. In a study by 
Urayama et at. (2000) using a simulated high resolution tagging grid of 4 mm, and 
active contour models for tag localization, the 2-D tracking accuracy was estimated to 
be 0.47 ± 0.17 mm. 
For phase contrast velocity encoding, the forward-backward tracking technique (Pelc 
et at., 1995) has been used to quantify tracking accuracy on a rigid rotating phantom 
(Lingamneni et at., 1995). For a 1 x 1 mm region of interest the authors reported a 
2-D tracking error of 2 mm for a trajectory that is 69 mm long, having travelled at 
125 mm/sec. Drangova et at. (1998) reported 2-D tracking accuracies of 0.7 mm for 
a 2.2 x 2.2 mm region of interest using the compensated Fourier integration technique 
(Zhu et at., 1996) on a deformable phantom. Using "forward-backward tracking with 
forward and reverse integration averaged" on a gel phantom that was both rotated and 
translated, typical errors greater than 1 mm have been reported (Constable et at., 1994). 
Processing of cine DENSE images has in the past been done on a single frame basis, 
and strain-time relationships have been derived with respect to a fixed spatial frame of 
reference. The application of spatiotemporal phase unwrapping to cine DENSE phase­
reconstructed images yields absolute measures of displacement. These can be used to 
derive frame-to-frame displacements, and in turn discrete tissue motion trajectories . 
This Chapter proposes a tissue tracking algorithm for cine DENSE. These motion tra­
jectories are improved by fitting curves that are a function of time for each ordinate 
direction. Trajectories are obtained at roughly a pixel resolution, and strain is calcu­
lated directly from these trajectories. The tracking accuracy was validated on a rotating 
phantom for typical ranges of cardiac velocity and displacement, and the technique was 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4.1: Logarithmic k-space magnitude images showing the effect of the elliptical Fermi filter. (a) 
k-space image after the CSPAMM subtraction, and at mid-diastole, where the Tl echo 
has had time to grow. (b) k-space image after application of the filter. 
half of the previous frame's k-space is interleaved with the former half of the following 
frame's k-space. Both non view shared and view shared sets of images were analysed. 
Images were reconstructed online and analysed off-line using MATLAB (The Mathworks 
Inc, Natick, MA). Data sets for encoding in the Xl and X2 directions were co-registered 
using 2-D normalized cross-correlation (Gonzalez and Woods, 1992) of the DENSE 
magnitude-reconstructed images. Good correlations were achieved using frames at mid­
systole, where the contrast between blood and myocardium is high. This high contrast 
occurs because of a relatively high SNR and because intravoxel dephasing has destroyed 
the signal in the blood pools. Residual signal from the gradient echo of relaxed magneti­
sation was eliminated by applying an elliptical Fermi k-space filter. For displacement 
encoding in the Xl direction, the filter is centred at the edge of k-space (k lrnax ' 0), and 






Here () represents a decay rate and>' is a shape parameter. The radius r is set such 
that the half-power level lies half way between the centre of k-space and the T1 echo, 
that is FXJ (1.5ke , 0) = 0.5. The setting of () and>' were not rigorously optimised, but 
were done based on a visual interpretation of artifacts in image space and the shape of 
the echoes in k-space, respectively. A value of () = 0.05 was used here, and no Gibbs 
ringing was noted. The elliptical shape parameter>' was set to 0.7. An example of the 
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(a) 	 (b) ( c) 
Figure 4.2: 	Cine DENSE tissue tracking. (a) End-systolic DENSE displacement field. (b) Magnified 
portion of this displacement field. The tail of the dotted purple vector corresponds to the 
chosen material point to be tracked from t}. The three red vectors are the vectors at this 
frame used for the interpolation, and the dotted purple vector is the interpolated vector. 
(c) A frame-to-frame trajectory is obtained by subtracting the interpolated vectors of 
successive frames. 
4.2.3 Temporal fitting 
Successive non view shared cine DENSE displacement measurements are independent, 
providing a framework suited to temporal fitting. The accuracy of the estimate of a 
point's position can thus be improved based on its estimated positions at preceding 
and/or following cardiac phases. This was implemented here by fitting curves to each 
of the spatial coordinate components as a function of time. 
As previously mentioned in Young (1991), the periodic behaviour of cardiac motion 
naturally suggests that a periodic descriptor should be used for the fit. The fitting was 
done using Fourier basis functions. For motion in the Xl direction, 
1 00 	 00 
iXI (t) = '2ao + Lam cos(mwt) + L bmsin(mwt) (4.3) 
m=l 	 m=l 
where am and bmare the Fourier series coefficients, w = 2rr/T is the angular frequency, 
and T is the cardiac period. A similar expression holds for X2. It has been shown 
in an analysis of the spectral content of cardiac motion, that the energy of motion is 
largely contained within the first 5 harmonics of such a Fourier series (Young, 1991). 
This corresponds to 11 Fourier series coefficients. These coefficients can be obtained 












(a) (b) 	 (c) 
Figure 4.3: 	Improving motion trajectories by fitting 5th order Fourier basis functions in Xl and X 2 
directions for a 27 frame 2-D cine DENSE data set (view shared). (a) Overview image, 
(b) selected raw t.rajectories, and (c) corresponding fitted trajectories. 
coordinates, and relating the results to the complex description of the Fourier series 
coefficients 
(4.4) 
Since only about 2/3 of the cardiac cycle is imaged and uniform time intervals are 
required for Equation 4.4, the position of a material point was linearly interpolated 
from the end point back to the starting point for the fit. The fitted information for 
this unsampled portion of the cardiac cycle was discarded . Note that this filling process 
can be avoided by fitting using least squares to estimate the Fourier coefficients , but 
with a considerable increase in processing time. For the in vivo cases where motion 
trajectories form almost completely closed loops, no significant difference was found 
between coefficients derived by fitting using least squares and the Fourier method. 
Given that two coefficients are obtained from each frequency component, at least 11 
temporal samples are required to capture the first 5 harmonics. More than 11 cardiac 
phases are thus required if any improvement is to be offered by a 5th order fit. 
Figure 4.3 shows a few such trajectories before and after curve fitting. Much of the 
behaviour of the trajectories seen in Figure 4.3(b) is discontinuous and inconsistent 
with physiological motion. The fitted trajectories in Figure 4.3( c) give a more realistic 
portrayal of cardiac motion. Figure 4.4 depicts trajectories for a healthy volunteer . 











Figure 4.4: 	Trajectories for a healthy volunteer, commencing at all myocardial pixel centres at t} and 
traversing 75% of the cardiac cycle. The septum is centred at 9 o'clock in the image. 
4.2.4 Reconstructing DENSE displacement fields 
If all of the myocardial pixel centres at time tJ are tracked and temporally fitted, then the 
resulting accumulation of temporal information can be used to improve the original cine 
DENSE displacement fields. This is done by performing a 2-D distance-weighted linear 
back-interpolation from the fitted trajectories to recreate vectors with heads positioned 
at the centres of all myocardial pixels at all cardiac phases. For each cardiac phase, 
the 3 closest trajectory positions to each pixel centre are found , and vectors are defined 
that reference these trajectory positions to time t 1. Two dimensional distance-weighted 
linear interpolation is then done using sets of these 3 vectors to estimate vectors with 
heads positioned at the centres of all myocardial pixels. The reconstructed DENSE dis­
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4.2.6 Measuring strain nOIse 
Measurements were made to estimate the noise in strain data computed from cine 
DENSE images. Such measurements have been made previously for single phase DENSE 
(Aletras et al. , 1999a) , where instead of acquiring reference, Xl, and X2 encoded images, 
all three images were acquired with the same displacement encoding gradients. The 
strain noise was then defined as the mean myocardial strain in these images. 
For the cine DENSE technique, the pulse sequence was modified to acquire two identical 
pairs of CSPAMM images, where all acquisitions used identical displacement encoding 
gradients. This was done for encoding in both Xl and X2 directions, and the resulting 
value of the mean first principal strain was used as an indication of strain noise. The 
principal strains were calculated from the Lagrangian strain tensors using eigenvector 
decomposition (as shown schematically in Figure 2.7). 
4.2.7 Phantom validation 
A rigid rotating phantom was used to quantify tracking accuracy. The phantom com­
prises a plexiglass cylinder filled with agarose gel, and was rotated about the longitudi­
nal axis of the magnet at a frequency of 0.52 Hz . It was driven by a brush servo motor 
(model 3528, Cleveland Motion Control) via a 30:1 gear box (Boston Gear USA). The 
cine DENSE sequence was gated using a notched disc attached to the drive shaft of the 
phantom, and a photodiode/photoreceptor circuit (EE-SXll06, Omron, Schaumburg, 
1L). 
The centre of rotation of the phantom was estimated from the DENSE reference images, 
since they inherently have a higher SNR than the DENSE magnitude images. A k-means 
clustering algorithm (Gonzalez and Woods, 1992) was used to separate the phantom from 
the background. The mean centroid of the phantom for frames 2 to 6 was designated 
as the centre of rotation. This point provided the reference for simulated trajectories, 
which were compared to the measured trajectories to give an indication of tracking 
accuracy. The seed point for the semi-automated phase unwrapping algorithm was 
placed near the centre of the phantom to avoid temporal phase unwrapping errors due 
to the large displacements occurring near the periphery of the phantom. Baseline strain 












(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 4.5: 	Tracking of selected pixel centres on the rotating phantom. (a) Raw trajectories, and (b) 
least squares fitted trajectories using 5th order Fourier basis functions. 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Phantom tracking 
Raw and fitted trajectories obtained for selected starting pixel centres on the rotating 
phantom are shown in Figure 4.5. The raw trajectories portray a decrease in accuracy 
with time. This is due to decay of the stimulated echo as a result of T1 relaxation, as 
well as the decrease in 2- D interpolation accuracy that accompanies increasing DENSE 
displacement vector lengths. Since a small portion of the rotational cycle was imaged, 
the calculation of the Fourier coefficients for the fitted trajectories was done using least 
squares, and not the discrete Fourier transform approach described above. The fitted 
trajectories provide a clear improvement, particularly for the latter frames . 
The unfitted rotating phantom trajectories were compared to their theoretical counter­
parts, yielding a tracking accuracy of 0.11 ± 0.07 pixels (0.24 ± 0.15 mm) . These figures 
were derived using physiological velocity and displacement limits of 0-200 mm/sec and 
0-20 mm, which correspond to a maximum radius of 23 pixels from the centre of the 
phantom and a. maximum rotation angle of 0.33 radians (~ 8 frames) , respectively. No 
significant improvement was evident for the fitted trajectories because the measured 
accuracy approaches the mechanical tolerance of the rotating phantom assembly. The 
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Figure 4.6: 	Raw and fitted tracking error plotted as a function of the number of standard deviations 
of background noise added to the DENSE and reference data. Temporal fitting was done 
using least squares because only a small portion of the rotational cycle was imaged . Error 
bars are ± 1 standard deviation tracking error. 
the phantom. Multiples of the standard deviation of a background noise sample (O'n) 
were used to scale the standard deviation of normally distributed, zero-mean noise. This 
noise was added separately to the real and imaginary components of the k-space data. 
Figure 4.6 demonstrates this, where tracking error is less for fitted than raw data as the 
amount of added noise is increased . 
4.3.2 Strain analysis 
Five healthy volunteers and two patient s with myocardial infarcts were imaged in a mid 
ventricular short axis view using cine DENSE. The effects of tissue tracking and temporal 
fitting on end-systolic circumferential (Ecc) and radial (Err) strain were investigated. 
Figures 4.7(a) and 4.7(b) show an example of an original cine DENSE displacement 
field and the corresponding Ecc map for a normal volunteer at end-systole. Note that 
end-systole occurs roughly at tF/2 , where F is the total number of frames. Note again 












using element method m (1999). If all pixel centres at tJ 
are temporal is done using 5th Fourier basis and 
if the displacement are reconstructed back-interpolation, then 
the field and Figures 4.7(d) result, 
Temporal the noise in maps while 
still of higher endocardium to a lower 
Ecc near epicardium. images the improvement offered 
by temporal the focus of work presented is on 
'cine' cine DENSE and all strain hereafter were 
directly trajectories. 
or 
radial and circumferential strain calculated from cine DENSE of five 
volunteers. The strain was derived using the and was calculated both 
before and after temporal and both with and without rate two view All 
was done 5th order Fourier basis functions. 
± 0.22 
0.25 ± 0.19 
the normal volunteers strain was from the trajectories both before 
after temporal The results shared and sets are 
presented in 4.1. Figure 4.8 end-systolic maps of a patient an 
infarct at seven o'clock in 
were derived fitted 
further accentuate ability of the ""'''.• 1-1\). fitting to extract strain information, 
was added to k-space data patient as previously. Figure 
shows the 9 standard deviations (an) of noise added to both the cine 
and reference infarct, is nearly in Figure 
becomes in Figure 4.9(b) temporal Adding more 
The 
sharedrespectively, 
9an of noise indistinguishable DEKSE 
and unwrapping errors apparent. 
The combined histograms of the two infarct patients are before and 
temporal 4.10. fitting 
from 0.50 to 0.11. regions with contractile are, in 










(a) 	 (b) 
(c) 	 (d) 
Figure 4.7: 	(a) End-systolic cine DENSE displacement field of a normal volunteer , and (b) corre­
sponding map of Ecc. (c) Reconstructed displacement field, and (d) corresponding map 
of Ecc. Trajectories were fit.ted using 5th order Fourier basis functions. The septum is 
centred at 9 o'clock in these images. 
Strain-time curves for typical cardiac segments were obtained by plotting the mean 
strain values of trajectories originating within these segments as a function of time. 
Figure 4.11 shows a few Ecc and Err strain-time curves before and after temporal fitting 
for a normal volunteer, and Figure 4.12 shows the corresponding curves for a patient 
with an anteroseptal infarct. Both Ecc and Err are significantly impaired in the segment 
containing the infarct. The curves for strain obtained from the fitted trajectories look 
more realistic than those from the original trajectories. Similar improvements were noted 












(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 4.8: 	Ecc at end-systole for a patient with an infarct centred at seven o'clock, (a) Ecc before 
fitting, and (b) Ecc after fitting 5th order Fourier basis functions. The septum is centred 
at 9 o'clock in these images. 
(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 4.9: 	Effect of temporal fitting on noisy data. (a) Ecc at end-systole, obtained after adding 90"n 
of noise to the k-space data. (b) Ecc, obtained after adding 90"n of noise to the k-space 
data and after fitting 5th order Fourier basis functions. The septum is centred at 9 o'clock 
in these images. 
The principal strain noise for the phantom was measured to be l.3± l.6% at to, increasing 
to l.6 ± 1.9% 800 ms later due to growth of the Tl echo. Similar phantom studies 
using single phase DENSE measured a strain noise level of 0.5% (Aletras et al., 1999a). 
Adjusting the strain noise level for comparison using simply the square root of the 
acquisition times (34 heart beats here versus 24 heart beats in Aletras et al. (1999a)) 
reduces this strain noise level to 0.42%. The SNR of single phase DENSE is inherently 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4.10: Histogram depicting Ecc at end-systole for two infarct patients using (a) original data, 
and (b) a 5th order Fourier fit. A peak depicting the low strain region of the infarcts is 
evident in (b) (arrow). 
Using the raw trajectories, the first principal strain noise in vivo was measured to be 
4.3±5.1% at end-diastole, 4.5±5.1% at end-systole, and 9.3±9.1% in mid-diastole. After 
temporal fitting, the strain noise was reduced to 2.5 ± 3.0% at end-diastole, 3.1 ± 3.1 % 
at end-systole, and 5.3 ± 5.0% in mid-diastole. The reported in vivo mean strain using 
single phase DENSE was 2.8 ± 2.5% for both contraction and dilation (Aletras et al., 
1999a). Adjusting this strain noise level for comparison reduces the mean to 2.35%, 
which is again less than was achieved for the cine DENSE data. 
4.4 Discussion 
Phantom studies with myocardial tagging reported 2-D tracking accuracies of the order 
of 0.10 - 0.27 mm, and similar studies using velocity encoding reported accuracies of 
0.7 - l.0 mm. The rotating phantom cine DENSE tracking accuracy of 0.24 mm is 
comparable to those obtained using myocardial tagging, and superior to those obtained 
using phase contrast velocity encoding. The image spatial resolution offered by cine 
DENSE is, however, greater than that achievable using myocardial tagging. Tracking 
errors in velocity-encoded techniques accumulate as the velocity fields are integrated, 
whereas displacement measurements for both tagging and DENSE are independent of 
time. Velocity-encoded images are, however, advantageous since they do not suffer 












include: decaying SNR interpolation errors, for 
through-plane and translation of the start and 
trajectories due to periodicity of the Fourier fit. 
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vv<kU.";'v of in the quality of UH'CA'",'"" 
acquired from It is common to use a 
protocols for different where SNR is traded 
higher temporal resolution, and/or reduced scan time. For example, some 
a voxel size of 3 x 3 x 8 mm is and other protocols a 
1 x 1 x 8 mm is used, representing a in SNR for this 
to real data, insight of the proposed asa 
of SNR is gained and it can understood how practical 
to Ov(A,HH'H5 parameters may displacement 
DENSE data effects of 'v""IJ',n 
on have been ~~h,A~"V with non-random are 
less from temporal specifically, transient errors to 
motion artifacts are "vr.""t by temporal fitting, but errors 
on more than a of cine series would not be 
subjects, the mean peak predicted 
\"<:;;"""',5 of tagged images has 19 ± 0.04 (Moore et al., 2000). 
strain values calculated 
are O. 0.07 and -0.18 ± 0.06, are in 
'''''(',5''''5, and the ,"vA'LA'"'' serves to reduce the variability 
measurements as delTIOnst strain-time curves in 
fact that the fitted is more regular than the unfitted strain 
not proof that the results are correct. corresponding measurements 
are and 0.28 ± 0.21, are lower than the f'rw'r",'". 
0.42 ± 0.21 reported in et al. (2000) and the mean 
in Bogaert and Rademakers (2001), than the 











using the trajectories is expected due to the effect of through-plane motion on the 
tracking process. Cine DENSE images are acquired in a fixed imaging plane, through 
which the heart moves during the cardiac cycle. For the short-axis view where the 
heart has a torus shape, the larger base moves into the image plane during systole, 
and then returns during diastole. This through-plane motion means that vector tails 
to be used for interpolation are displaced radially from the trajectory starting points 
at to. The consequence is that the same 3 nearest vector tails can be used for different 
radially-separated trajectory starting points. This results in a decreased Err, with the 
effect being greatest in the sub-endocardium. Since the closest vector tails will generally 
be found in a radial direction when through-plane motion is present, the effect of the 
through-plane motion on the tracking has a less pronounced effect on Ecc. 
The values of Ecc and Err derived using the view shared cine DENSE data are similar 
to those derived using non view shared data. Although view sharing doubles the number 
of points that can influence the harmonics of the 5th order Fourier basis functions, these 
points do not deviate significantly from the curves obtained from the non view shared 
data. 
Given that the first principal strain is generally oriented in the radial direction in short­
axis images, measures of Err taken together with the strain noise measurements give an 
indication of the strain-to-noise ratio. For typical values of cardiac Err, the strain noise 
measurements show that the methods presented here yield useful strain data. 
The average processing times for 25 frames of a typical contoured 2-D cine DENSE 
data set on an Intel 1.4 GHz Pentium M with 512 MB RAM are: phase unwrapping = 
13.1 seconds; tracking and temporal fitting = 8.3 seconds; calculating strain from the 
trajectories = 14.3 seconds. Thus, excluding manual segmentation, the analysis of a 
single slice of 2-D cine DENSE data in MATLAB takes less than a minute. 
In summary, the following approximations and assumptions were made when processing 
the cine DENSE data: 1. The use of temporal fitting implicitly constrains cardiac 
behaviour to an underlying model of motion; 2. although view sharing provides a 
first level of temporal smoothing it does not improve the true temporal resolution; 3. 
the Fermi filter effectively zero-fills a portion of the k-space, thus removing some high 












any 2-D tracking method using tagging or DENSE implicitly assumes that the through­
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4.11: Strain versus time 	for three LV cardiac of a normal volunteer. (a) Ecc from 
unfitted trajectories, (b) Ecc from fitted (c) Err from unfitted 
and (d) Err from fitted 
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4.12: 	Strain versus time for three LV cardiac segments for a with an anteroseptai 
infarct. (a) Ecc from unfitted trajectories, (b) Ecc from fitted trajectories, (c) Err from 





















True two/three dimensional tissue 
tracking using slice followed cine 
DENSE 
5.1 Introduction 
A shortfall of the quantitative MRI techniques described in Chapter 2 is that a fixed 
plane is typically imaged, through which the heart moves during the cardiac cycle. Dif­
ferent portions of tissue can thus be present at each cardiac phase, greatly complicating 
myocardial tissue tracking methods. Slice following (SF) (Fischer et al., 1994; Stuber 
et al., 1999) is a varia t of CSPAMM myocardial tagging that takes through-plane mo­
tion into account. By incorporating SF into a cine DENSE sequence, true 2-D and 3-D 
frame-to-frame motion trajectories of material points initially lying in a single plane can 
be calculated at an arbitrary spatial resolution. 
5.1.1 Slice following 
CSPAMM serves to separate the component of the magnetisation with the tagging 
information from the component resulting from T1 relaxation. This is achieved by 
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m et al. (1999), is by 
(5.1 ) 
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8mm, et ai. suggest of 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.1: Schematic description of slice following. T = tagged slice; I = imaged slice. CSPAMM 
subtraction removes all untagged tissue, leaving only the tagged slice. (a) Before tissue 
deformation, and (b) after deformation. 
imaged volume is 12 mm at the base, 6 mm at the mid-ventricle, and 0 mm at the apex. 
The tagged slice is offset towards the base in short-axis images. 
5.1.2 Three dimensional MRI cardiac tissue tracking 
Myocardial tracking in 3-D using tagged data typically involves acquiring tagged images 
in both short-axis and long-axis views of the heart. Spatial resolution is then not only 
limited by the tag spacing, but also by the intersections of the short-axis and long-axis 
image planes. The 3- D motion of any point in the myocardium is typically inferred 
using various degrees of model-based and non model-based interpolation (Young and 
Axel, 1992; O'Dell et at., 1995; Young et al., 1995; Park et at., 1996; Kuijer et at., 2000; 
Chandrashekara et at., 2002 ; Deng and Denney, Jr., 2004). A comprehensive review of 
the modelling techniques developed for 3-D cardiac image analysis is given in Frangi 
et at. (2001). Three dimensional tracking using HARP has been reported in a study 
using short-axis and long-axis tagged image planes with a simple material mesh model 
(Pan et at., 2003). In further work, Pan et at. (2005) proposed a true 3- D tracking algo­
rithm using SF with HARP, but the spatial resolution is still limited to the intersection 
points of short-axis and long-axis image planes. Recently, true 3-D tracking of points 
within a single slice has been demonstrated using HARP with SF CSPAMM tagging 












(Abd-Elmoniem et al.) 2006). technique (Abd-Elmoniem et al., 2005) is 
a modification where gradients a phase proportional to 
the motion to every material the Data acquisition 
zHARP requires no extra time over a conventional CSPAMM acquisition. 
encoding is advantageous it a higher 
tion myocardial It also allows velocity to be encoded in through-plane 
by that 
algorithms have been developed 
for velocity encoding (Pelc et ai. , 1995; et al., 1996; et al., 1994), all 
of to The common drawback these 
is that errors with time, Also) clinically 
tissue tracking using velocity is 
a vHU'"v''''''''''' task (Zhu et al., 1997), tracking velocity encoding 
a large of myocardium to over multiple parallel slices) UH''''!',''''''' 
of must be velocity encoded three orthogonal "vv,va.., (Zhu and Pelc, 1999). 
It is worth at point a study combines in-plane and 
plane velocity encoding into a sequence (Kuijer et al. , K uijer et al. also 
an algorithm that uses this sequence on two adjacent 
motion. Although approach is faster 3-D ve­
locity encoding, it also suffers from the adverse of through-plane motion, and the 
uU"U>V"vu of errors in through-plane 
velocity encoding measures tissue measures 
displacement to a encoding time, thus provides in­
dependent measurements at A 
'-"V,C>UJ.!', algorithm was proposed in Chapter 4. If cine images 
encoded in the direction are in addition to those VU\JV\"'\'<U 
two displacement have vector heads 
on the the corresponding vector projecting out of image 
plane to at the of ,",mvu:;.",,,,! This is illustrated 
in 5.2{a) and 5.2(b). Obtaining accurate ,,,,,,rnr,"'''' from 
data is not a matter of 
This is measurements forvvV<.kL«J" 
each voxel correspond to points arising from varying plane. 










(b) 	 (c) 
Figure 5.2: Three dimensional DENSE displacement fields for the LV at end-systole. (a) Plan view, 
(b) side view: conventional DENSE, and (c) side view: slice followed DENSE. 
the direct extension of the 2-D tracking method to 3- D would require acquiring multiple 
adjacent slices of cine DENSE data, each with encoding in three orthogonal directions. 
A tracking algorithm for approximating 3-D motion using conventional cine DENSE in 
a single imaging plane is now proposed. Let the position of a voxel in 3-D space be 
x = (Xl,X2 , X3), where Xl and X2 are the in-plane components and X3 is the through­
plane component. Let tes be the time at end-systole, and let des be the through-plane 
component of the cine DENSE displacement measurement at this time. The motion of 
a discrete point can be tracked in 3-D as follows (refer to Figure 5.3): 
1. 	 Select the starting point to be at end-systole, which typically corresponds to the 
largest measure of through-plane displacement. This forms the only true cine 
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D tracking an to 3-D and from 
to velocity encoding u,v'''-UJ,F. algorithms, namely that errors accumulate with 
of difference in through-plane displacement, that true through-
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Figure 5.4: Two isolated 3-D trajectories in the septum, (a) raw, and (b) fitted using 5th order 
Fourier basis functions. The trajectories are colour-coded by through-plane displacement 
(in mm). 
5.2 Methods 
5.2.1 True three dimensional tissue tracking using cine DENSE 
The shortfalls of the 3-D cine DENSE tracking methods mentioned above can be over­
come by incorporating SF into the cine DENSE sequence. SF cine DENSE simplifies 
the 3-D tracking process, and allows for true 2-D and 3-D tissue tracking without the 
need to scan adjacent slices. As shown in Figure 5.2(c) , the SF DENSE 3-D displace­
ment vectors are represented with tails all lying on the same image plane. For 3- D 
tracking, the search for vector tails closest to any chosen in-plane starting point at tl 
is thus reduced to 2-D . The through-plane position of a tracked point at each cardiac 
phase can simply be obtained using distance-weighted linear interpolation as described 
previously. If temporal fitting is applied in all three encoding directions, trajectories 
such as those shown in Figure 5.4 result . Further smoothing is required because of the 
low SNR associated with SF. This was done by applying a five pixel 2-D median filter 
to the displacements prior to tissue tracking and temporal fitting. It is worth noting 
here that 2-D tissue tracking using SF cine DENSE yields true 2-D motion trajectories . 
5.2.2 Phantom validation 
A rigid rotating phantom was used to quantify the 3-D tracking accuracy. The phantom 












coronal thus constraining motion to largely through-plane and one 
plane (see 5.6(a)). Nevertheless, analysis was out 
data acquired displacement orthogonal directions. Simulated 
compared to measured trajectories. was 
done online, rotation phantom was estimated as follows. 
The the rotating phantom from 
the the centre rotation as moves out of 
nplrlU,'",n the centres the <JH\JV\J,,,,U 
thus DENSE rotating 
For rotation can not be using centre mass 
U"""'I'>'"'" , or by mean displacement measurements. 
x, y, and z correspond to the orthogonal scanner coordinates, is aligned 
with the bore the scanner. The phantom motion is constrained to lie 
(x, The centre rotation was by reducing rotating to a 
line by averaging the coordinates trajectories the z For all F 
gradients mI,"" mF, x rOY',.,Clr\rc Cl, . .. ,CF were found squares 
fitting. centre of Yr) was be found 
(5.2) 
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The ",U,..Hevu, has a of 160 mm, and only a portion of rotational can 
imaged moves out of the imaging 
parameters here, and a typical cardiac and displacement 
20 cm/sec 2 em, only 10 out of the acquired could be 
before encoded moved out imaged The displacement was 
using a spatial and no ternp()[a is applied 










5.2.3 Effect on planar strain 
Through-plane motion is typically ignored when calculating 2-D strain using myocardial 
tagging, PC velocity encoding, and DENSE. However, through-plane tissue rotation 
introduces errors in 2-D strain measurements. Let Xl and X2 lie in the image plane and 
let X3 correspond to the through-plane direction as before. If Xl, X 2 , and X3 are unit 
basis vectors aligned at to with Xl, X2, and X3, respectively, then the 3-D deformation 
gradient tensor F is given by 
(5.3) 
The six components of Equation 5.3 that are associated with Xl and X2 correspond 
to the 2-D components of F. These comprise the 2-D gradient deformation tensor 
(Equation 4.5), and two X3 components that correspond to through-plane rotation. 
All six components can be calculated from the 3- D trajectories. Calculating the three 
components associated with X3 require additional imaging planes, and these were set to 
zero here. The Lagrangian finite strain tensor E was then derived using E = ~(FTF - I) 
as before. The effect of through-plane rotation on both Ecc and Err was investigated 
for mid-ventricular short-axis views of the heart. 
5.2.4 Imaging protocol 
The cine DENSE scans were performed on 1.5 T Siemens Sonata and Avanto scanners 
(Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany). Six normal volunteers were scanned. 
All subjects provided informed consent and were studied in accordance with research pro­
tocols approved by the Human Investigations Committee at the University of Virginia. 
Both SF and conventional cine DENSE acquisitions were acquired for each volunteer, 
with the number of cardiac phases varying between 15 and 22. 
A four-channel body phased array RF coil was used and the subjects were imaged in 












DENSE in Kim et (2004). Thegated 
flip were to compensate of the stimulated as 
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= 2.19 x 2.19 mm; and encoding frequency 0.15 cycles/mm. 
5.3 Results 
Four cardiac of a cme acquisition a mid-ventricular 
of a volunteer are shown Figure 5.5 two orthogonal A 
to in 
and point 
in at end-diastole, and 5.5(b), 5.5(c) 
their at different 
cardiac results are similar for the data sets. LV thickening 
and circumferential shortening is comparable to tagged HH'''''F.'AJ 
RV motion is greater LV In 
a myocardial by et at. (2005), through-plane motion in a mid-
ventricular view is shown to be around RV wall, 7,2 mm 
for the wall. Note 
is in by 
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Figure 5.6(a) shows a schematic overview of the rotating phantom with the imaging 
slice orientation, and Figures 5.6(b), 5.6( c) and 5.6( d) show three frames of the tracked 
rotating phantom data. As in Figure 5.5, each point in Figure 5.6(b) represents the 
centre of a voxel at t l , and Figure 5.6(c) and 5.6(d) portray the positions of these 
points along their trajectories at later frames . The motion is relatively uniform, and 
the grid maintains its structure even at the late frames. Two dimensional in-plane 
tracking accuracy using conventional cine DENSE was shown in Chapter 4 to be 0.24 ± 
0.15 mm. The corresponding through-plane tracking accuracy using SF cine DENSE is 
0.48 ± 0.25 mm, which is lower than the in-plane accuracy because the voxel dimensions 
are not uniform and the SNR is lower for SF cine DENSE. This tracking error was 
derived by comparing the through-plane distance between the theoretical and estimated 
trajectories for all points and at all frames . No spatial median filtering or temporal 
fitting was applied to obtain this measurement . It is worth noting at this point that 
small errors will also be introduced because the cine DENSE phase reference images are 
not slice followed. 
An example of an Err versus time curve and corresponding Ecc versus time curve is 
shown in Figure 5.7. The solid lines depict strain calculated from true 2-D trajecto­
ries , and the dotted lines depict the corresponding strain calculated from the true 3-D 
trajectories . The difference between strain values calculated using 2-D and 3-D trajec­
tories represents the error in strain due to through-plane rotation. For the six volunteers 
imaged, the end-systolic Ecc calculated using 3- D trajectories is reduced in magnitude 
by 3.91 ± 0.43% compared to Ecc calculated using 2-D trajectories. The corresponding 
end-systolic Err is increased in magnitude by 6.01 ± 1.07%. 
The measured SNR for SF cine DENSE with varying flip angle compensation is on 
average 1.7 times less than that of conventional cine DENSE without varying the flip 
angle. This ratio is highest at to , and is seen to decrease with time due to the Tl-related 
decay in SNR for conventional cine DENSE. The measured SNR for SF cine DENSE 
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Tracking and temporal fitting of true 3-D myocardial motion using SF cine DENSE 
provides 3-D equations of motion at roughly a voxel resolution. This allows true my­
ocardial planar strain to be calculated, but also paves the way for further measures of 
myocardial kinematics. For example, Figure 5.8 shows a kinesia map which portrays 
the total distance covered by each tracked point on a mid-ventricular view of a normal 
volunteer. In this case the septum moves a smaller total distance than the LV free 
wall, and the RV free wall moves the largest total distance. Further examples are pixel­
wise representations of the time-to-onset of strain, the time-to-peak strain, and the area 
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Figure 5.5: 	Three dimensional SF cine DENSE trajectory positions of a mid-ventricular short-axis 














(b) (c) 	 (d) 
Figure 5.6: 	Three dimensional tracking of the rotating phantom. (a) Overview image depicting the 
imaging plane where T = tagged slice, and I = imaged slice. Trajectory positions at 
(b) frame 1, (c) frame 5, and (d) frame 9. The component of motion in the z direction 
(parallel to the bore of the magnet) is small, but it is still used for the tracking. 
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Figure 5.7: 	Example mid-ventricular short-axis Lagrangian radial (Err) and corresponding circum­
ferential (Ecc) strain-time curves depict the effect of through-plane rotation on the 2-D 
planar strain measurements. The solid lines depict strain derived from 2-D trajectories, 













Figure 5.8: 	Map of myocardial kinesia portraying the total true 3- D trajectory length for each tracked 
point on a mid-ventricular short-axis view of a normal volunteer. In this case the septum 














Fast two dimensional tissue tracking 
and motion-based tissue 
classification using cine HARP 
6.1 Introduction 
Manual segmentation of the myocardial borders in MRI tagged images is a subjec­
tive and time consuming proces , and accounts for approximately 80% of the analysis 
time (Montillo et al., 2002). Myocardial contours are required for regional strain-time 
analysis, as well as for computing clinical indicators such as ejection fraction and wall 
thickening. The lack of a fast, automated method of segmenting tagged images is still 
a major factor limiting the clinical use of myocardial tagging. 
As can be seen in the tagged images in Figure 2.6(a) and 2.6(b) , the low intensity 
troughs of the tags complicate the use of intensity-based segmentation methods such as 
edge detection and active contour models. The appearance of tags in the blood for the 
first few frames further complicates the image analysis. For example, in Figure 2.6( a) 
it is not even possible to manually define the endocardial borders. 
Earlier semi-automated techniques for defining myocardial boundaries on tagged images 
were based on user-guided active geometry (Kumar and Goldgof, 1994; Kraitchman 












harmonic amplitude images to separate foreground and background. Further automatic 
methods that actually define myocardial borders on tagged images include the use of 
3-D greyscale morphological opening for the endocardium and active contour models for 
the epicardium (Montillo et al., 2002); and the use of a 4-D deformable model (Montillo 
et al. , 2003). A comprehensive overview of boundary surface extraction from tagged 
images is given in Axel et al. (2005). Although the automated methods provide an 
accurate segmentation, they typically have two limitations : 1. they are unable to define 
the endocardium for the first few frames where tags are present in the blood; and 2. the 
methods rely on tagged image information from a number of imaging planes, and don't 
reliably work for a single image plane. 
This Chapter introduces a novel tissue classification technique that is based on the be­
haviour of frame-to-frame motion trajectories. Myocardial trajectories typically exhibit 
relatively ordered behaviour, whereas 'noise' trajectories located in the enclosed blood 
or surrounding pulmonary cavity behave in a more chaotic fashion. A fast 2-D tracking 
algorithm is presented for cine HARP enabling the rapid quantification of interpolated 
motion trajectories. A number of motion-based tissue classification methods are pro­
posed to discern between coherent and noisy trajectories. The accuracy of the method 
was estimated based on manually drawn contours, and a theoretical phantom simula­
tion was implemented to determine the feasibility of the proposed tissue classification 
technique. This work was done prior to the work on cine DENSE, which shows greater 
promise for routine clinical use. As a result, comparably little validation was carried 
out on in vivo HARP data. 
6.2 Methods 
6.2.1 Imaging protocol 
Even though the original HARP analysis allows one to measure the phase in the HARP 
images at a pixel resolution, the true spatial resolution of tracked material points in 
the myocardium is limited. The use of bandpass filters to extract the spectral peaks 
suggests that the tracking resolution of HARP images is equal to the intrinsic Fourier 
resolution defined by the filter size. The tracking resolution can be improved by using 












This is, however, accompanied by the disadvantage that CSPAMM takes twice as long 
to acquire as conventional SPAMM. 
Three volunteers were studied using a 1.5 T Siemens Symphony Quantum scanner 
(Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany). The subjects provided informed con­
sent and were scanned with the steady-state free precession (SSFP) CSPAMM tagging 
sequence described in Zwanenburg et al. (2003). A four-channel body phased array 
RF coil was used and the images were acquired in a mid-ventricular short-axis imaging 
plane. Imaging parameters included FOV = 300 x 300 mm; TE = 2.3 ms; TR = 4.7 ms; 
matrix size = 256 x 77; image size = 256 x 256 pixels; slice thickness = 6 mm; cardiac 
phases = 14; and tag spacing 9 mm. 
Images were analysed off-line using MATLAB (The Mathworks Inc , Natick , MA). 
6.2.2 Fast two dimensional tissue tracking for cine HARP 
The HARP displacement fields for single frame differences, such as the example shown 
in Figure 2.13, provide limited information about myocardial motion. Osman et al. 
(1999) describe a method for tracking phase coordinates from frame to frame in cine 
HARP images. They make use of a Newton-Raphson iterative procedure to locate the 
closest set of identical harmonic phase coordinates in successive frames of a tagged 
series. Although this method is accurate, it becomes computationally expensive if a 
vast number of points are to be tracked. 
The cine HARP displacement fields for all frame differences have vector tails lying on 
a unform grid. A fast and straightforward means of tracking points from frame to 
frame using cine HARP images can be achieved by adjoining displacement field vectors 
from end to end. In this study, tracking is commenced at all pixel centres on the first 
frame (td, but it could be implemented at any spatial resolution. The positions of the 
displacement vector heads at any later frame t f form the starting points for displacement 
vectors at t /+1' Vectors emanating from these starting points are obtained by 2-D 
distance-weighted linear interpolation using the 3 vectors at tf+l with tails closest to 
each starting point. Note that this is different to the 2-D cine DENSE tracking proposed 
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and blood pools, versus the more ordered behaviour of the vectors in the myocardium, 
be used as a means of differentiating between these regions. 
The trajectories are represented here as two sets of three dimensional matrices containing 
the spatiotemporal coordinates of x(p, tf) for all frames f = 1, .. . , F . One matrix thus 
contains coordinates for the Xl direction, and the other contains coordinates for the X2 
direction. The two sets of 2-D matrix entries corresponding to tl thus simply describe 
the initial grid point coordinates. The following sections describe a number of methods 
devised to segment tagged images by operating on these matrices . By virtue of this 
trajectory data structure, the tissue classification results are most easily reflected at t l , 
on the initial grid. 
6.2.3.1 Spatial derivatives 
For each frame, motion vectors behaving in a manner similar to their neighbours will 
have low spatial derivatives, whereas disordered behaviour will result in higher values. 
Such a tissue classification can be obtained by calculating 
(6 .1 ) 
for k = 1,2, and then summing M(XI (p, t l )) and M(X2(P, tl))' Large values of M should 
correspond to the lungs and blood pools and smaller values of M should correspond to 
myocardium and stationary tissue. 
6.2.3.2 Changes in vector components with time 
Noting changes in vector components along a single trajectory with time will give an 
indication of the eccentricity of its behaviour as it moves within the continuum. Such a 
mask can be derived as follows 
(6.2) 
for k = 1, 2, and then summing M(XI (p, t l )) and M(X2(P, tJ)) as before. Here one is 
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(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 6.2: 	(a) Bandpass elliptical filters in k-space for grid tagging. (b) Segmentation using a cylin­
drical spatiotemporal highpass Fourier filter . The 3-D Fourier space is represented as a 
cube with frequency axes W X1 , W X 2 and Wt . The low frequency spectral information is 
removed using a cylinder centred at W X1 = W X2 = O. 
one for a larger (or smaller) elliptical filter uO'U.ter(P, t). Optimised elliptical filters for 
HARP are presented by Osman and Prince (2000a) and Osman and Prince (2000b) . 
The trajectory components of the two data sets are subtracted from each other , and 
spatial derivatives are performed on the result as done in Equation 6.1. This filtering is 
demonstrated for grid tagging in Figure 6.2( a), where information is isolated in elliptical 
bands for the two orthogonal tag directions . 
6.2.3.6 Three dimensional highpass cylindrical Fourier filter 
This method attempts to incorporate aspects of both the spatial and temporal evolution 
of the trajectories in a single filtering operation. Performing a 3-D Fourier transform on 
both Xl and X2 motion component matrices of the trajectory field results in two matrices 
with frequency coordinates W x } and W X2 corresponding to the two in-plane coordinates, 
and a third frequency coordinate Wt corresponding to time. This frequency data is 
represented as a box in Figure 6.2(b) . The spectral information describing the motion 
of all pixels in the image is centred about W X ] = W X2 = Wt = O. 
A 3-D highpass filter would involve removing a specified volume about W x ] = W X2 = 
Wt = O. The number of frames F is typically less than the number of pixels in the 
X l and X2 directions. When looking at the spectra for constant values of Wt, it is seen 
that the spectral spread does not decrease significantly for high positive and negative 
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tF. The slope of the harmonic phase image at tF in the directions of Xl and X2 was then 
used to give an estimate of the tracking error for each point. 
A means of evaluating this motion-based tissue classification was necessary to quantify 
the accuracy of the methods relative to true contours. In quantifying the segmentation 
of medical images, it is customary to compare the computed boundaries with expert­
drawn contours. The process of obtaining expert-drawn contours is complicated by the 
presence of tag lines in the blood pools at the first few frames of a series. The third 
frame of the tagged series was thus used to validate the segmentation, as the tag lines 
had then typically washed out of the blood pools. 
To reduce the errors inherent in manual segmentation, specific regions were identified 
based on the presence of clearly defined borders. Regions of the myocardium as well as 
noisy regions adjacent to the myocardium (blood and lungs) were selected. Figure 6.3 
shows the six manually delineated areas used here, where three are for the myocardium 
and three are for the non-myocardium (lungs and blood pools). Areas corresponding to 
stationary tissue could not be included, as they are classified in the same category as 
the myocardium. 
The areas for the myocardium were then combined, as were the areas for the non­
myocardium. Udupa et al. (2002) suggest the following measures for the assessment of 
segmentation accuracy 
ITm - Eml
False negative volume fraction = -'---...,--------:----'. (6.4)
ITml 
ITo - Eol
False positive volume fraction = -'---------'- (6.5)
ITol 
Here E corresponds to the segmentation estimate by the method being investigated and 
T corresponds to the true segmentation by an expert. The subscript m refers to the 
combined myocardium areas (Figure 6.3(a)), and the subscript 0 refers to combined 
non-myocardium areas (Figure 6.3(b)). The contours were delineated by the author. 
The false negative volume fraction (FNV F) corresponds to the fraction of myocardium 
missed by the segmentation. The false positive volume fraction (FPVF) corresponds to 
the amount of tissue falsely identified as myocardium. It is desirable that values of both 
F NV F and F PV F are low. For these initial results, these measures were given equal 














Figure 6.3: Practical regions of interest for (a) the myocardium, and (b) regions adjacent to the 
myocardium. 
The various segmentation methods needed to be optimised before any comparison could 
take place. The optimisation involved varying a number of parameters that could affect 
the shape of the final mask. These included the number of frames used for the masking 
procedure, the threshold level used to dichotomise the binary mask, the ratio of inner 
to outer elliptical filter sizes (in the case of the 2-D bandpass elliptical filter), and the 
radius of the cylinder for the 3- D highpass cylindrical filter method. Although using 
a large number of frames results in a greater contrast between the myocardium and 
non-myocardium, the errors introduced due to noise and tag fading accumulate. The 
segmentation method should preferably use as few frames as possible. 
6.2.6 Theoretical phantom study 
A phantom simulation was conducted to examine the relationship between tagged image 











wnFigure 6.4: Phantom simulation describing a contracting torus. 
axis view and takes the form of a contracting torus. Figure 6.4 shows the simulated 
phantom trajectories. The inner surface of the torus contracts more rapidly than the 
outer surface, thus exhibiting the wall thickening associated with normal ventricular 
contraction. 
A number of noise components were introduced. These are described by their stan­
dard deviations and are implemented by scaling the standard deviation of simulated 
Gaussian noise. The first of these noise components is a background noise, which was 
applied to each vector component within the trajectory structures. An estimate of this 
was obtained by examining the in vivo Xl and X2 components of a relatively stationary 
portion of tissue. The subcutaneous tissue in the chest wall was used here. The distri­
bution could be well approximated by a Gaussian envelope, and the resulting worst-case 
standard deviation (()) of vector component lengths is 0.24 pixels. 
The second noise component describes the vectors in the lungs and blood pools. Noise 
samples taken in these regions reveal Gaussian distributions with () = 2.84 pixels. A 
third noise component was introduced to simulate the effects of tag fading. Groot­
Koerkamp et at. (1999) describe the decay of CNR between tag peaks and troughs for a 
typical tagged data set. In their data, the CNR decays from 0.96 to 0.59 in 0.36 seconds. 
Assuming that the contractile motion takes place within 0.36 seconds, this gradient was 












Ventricular volume normally varies between 160 ml at end-diastole, to 80 ml at end­
systole. This contraction ratio was modelled by reducing the cavity area by a factor of 
two, i.e. reducing the radius of the endocardium by J2. The velocity of contraction of 
the epicardial border was scaled to yield the typical value of 30% myocardial thickening 
at end-systole. 
Figure 6.4 represents the resulting phantom for a 40 x 40 pixel image with the parameters 
introduced above. A typical LV end-diastolic epicardial radius of 50 mm thus results in 
a pixel size of 1.25 x 1.25 mm. The variables for segmentation using this phantom data 
were the image resolution, the threshold level, and the number of frames of displacement 
information. The same measure of error, F NVF + F PVF, was used for this study, and 
the third frame was analysed to maintain consistency with the previous method. 
6.3 Results 
Figure 6.5 shows the images that result when applying the six proposed methods of 
discerning between noisy and coherent trajectories. For Figure 6.5(e), the inner ellipse 
for the bandpass filter was set to 0.9 times the optimal size proposed in Osman and Prince 
(2000a). The Gibbs ringing artifacts are still evident near the borders of Figure 6.5(f). 
The first image in Figure 6.6 shows the smoothed and thresholded binary mask corre­
sponding to Figure 6.5(a). The remaining three images are three successive frames that 
were obtained by following the mask using the motion trajectories. 
The tracking error for one of the data sets is depicted in Figure 6.7. The mean tracking 
error for all three data sets is 4.48 ± 5.03 pixels for the entire image and 1.36 ± 2.23 pix­
els for the myocardium. Masks based on spatial derivatives were used to define the 
myocardium here. 
Table 6.1 shows the optimal settings for the various classification methods. Note that the 
threshold is described on a per-frame basis, since the contrast between the myocardium 
and non-myocardium increases in proportion with the number of frames used. The 
processing times are for determining the mask of the first frame of a series. The image 
size is 256 x 256 pixels and the processing was done on a 1.6 GHz Pentium 4 with 256 












(a) 	 (b) (c) 
., , .- ...-.....: 
(d) 	 (e) (f) 
Figure 6.5: 	Masks of the myocardium and stationary tissue based on: (a) spatial derivatives; (b) 
changes in vector components with time; (c) eight nearest neighbour distance deviations; 
(d) eight nearest neighbour angle variations; (e) bandpass elliptical k-space filter, using 
an inner elliptical filter 0.9 times the optimal size; and (f) 3-D cylindrical Fourier filter. 
; .y :? 
--	 i ' -.---... 
Figure 6.6: 	Masks based on spatial derivatives followed from tl using the motion trajectories. Four 
cardiac phases during systole are portrayed. 
result. However, the processing time for this method is double that of the other methods 
since the trajectories also have to be calculated for the inner elliptical filter. The second 
most accurate result corresponds to the spatial derivative method. The values of error 
based on F NVF and F PVF all roughly lie between 10 and 30%. This is inadequate 













Figure 6.7: of the 	 on the first frame of a series, 
Table 6.1: 	Optimal number of frames and threshold level per frame for the various motion-based tissue 
classification The area error measurements are percentile and time is measured 
in seconds. is the 2-D filter ratio and F2 is the 3-D cylindrical filter 
I"'''-'''''''"''.'"''''f;'' of size, *This time excludes the computation of a second 
field data set for the 2-D filter, 
Temporal 
Neighbours: 21.6 13,0 
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Figure 6.8: Simulated phantom segmentation error as a function of threshold level and pixel size. 
the changes in individual vector components with time. If the motion of the vectors in 
the lungs and blood pools is random, then not only should there be differences in the 
behaviour of adjacent vectors, but also in the temporal behaviour of vectors in indi­
vidual trajectories. Similarly, the disadvantage of using changes in vector components 
with time is that each material point is treated without regard to its surroundings. It 
seems advantageous to use aspects of both spatial and temporal discretion, although 
combining the two methods is a challenging task. A downfall of using the temporal be­
haviour of individual vectors is evident in Figure 6.5(b), where an incorrectly segmented 
portion of tissue can be seen at 6 o'clock on the left ventricle. This can be explained 
with reference to Figure 6.1, where the vectors within this portion of the myocardium 
display a tight circular motion. 
Using the eight nearest neighbour distance operation also yields a clear result. A prob­
lem with the nearest neighbour operations are that portions of the myocardium that 
undergo considerable deformation could be incorrectly assigned. The corresponding an­
gle operation yields strange artifacts, for which no explanation has been found. The 
method that uses the 2-D elliptical bandpass filter is expected to produce an erroneous 
estimate because of the small amount of spectral information used. Finally, even though 
the method that uses the 3-D cylindrical highpass filter produces a greater error than 
some of the other methods, it offers a solution to integrating both spatial and temporal 












As expected, the phantom segmentation error decreases as the pixel size is decreased. 
For the l.25 x l.25 mm simulated pixel size, the total segmentation error is 1l.9%. This 
is considerably less than the figures depicted in Table 6.1. A portion of this discrepancy 
is due to errors in the manual segmentation for the in vivo studies, which is a difficult 
task given the paucity of the tag lines. The greatest contributing factor to this error 
is, however, the limited image resolution and the tracking resolution of HARP. For a 
pixel size of 0.21 x 0.21 mm, the error predicted by the phantom only reduces to 3.9%. 
The scanning time increases as the square of the increase in resolution, so halving the 
pixel size increases the acquisition time fourfold. It is clear from these results that this 
motion-based tissue classification technique is not accurate enough for clinical use. 
The analysis described herein only applies to 2-D, or apparent motion. The effects of 
through-plane motion also introduces errors into this segmentation process. Figure 6.9 
shows an example of mask borders superimposed onto tagged images for four systolic 
cardiac phases. The effect of through-plane motion is made evident in these images 
by the appearance of an additional tag line in the RV, as shown by the arrows in 
Figures 6.9(c) and 6.9(d). Note again that the endocardial border is completely invisible 
to the human eye for the first frame, when the tag lines appear in the blood pools. 
Tagged images are typically preprocessed before applying any intensity-based segmen­
tation methods. Techniques have been developed to compensate for RF field inhomo­
geneities, and for tag fading due to T1-relaxation. The RF nonlinearities can be accom­
modated for using the scale-based method suggested by Zhuge et al. (2002), and the 
tag fading can be reduced using the histogram-based method of contrast manipulation 
introduced by Groot-Koerkamp et al. (1999). Both of these methods were implemented 
and their effect on the segmentation was investigated. The combined effect of both 
preprocessing steps reduced the error by a fraction of a percent. This is not surprising 
since HARP is a phase-based method, and the HARP filtering operation takes place in 
the frequency domain. 
Figure 6.10 shows the trajectories emanating from a mask of the myocardium and sta­
tionary tissue. This image is useful to give an indication of wall motion abnormalities. 














Figure 6.9: Myocardium mask overlaid onto a summation of vertical and horizontal tagged images. 
(a) Frame 1, (b) frame 3, (c) frame 5, and (d) frame 7. The arrows indicate an additional 
tag line that has arisen because of through-plane motion. 
The accuracy of the segmentation was investigated only for a single frame of the tagged 
series. Tag fading has the effect of degrading the segmentation accuracy with time. 
Considering that the accuracy has been deemed inadequate for the third frame of a 

























Motion-guided segmentatiOl1. using 
cine DENSE 
7 .1 Introduction 
Defining epicardial and endocardial contours is an integral step in quantifying regional 
cardiac wall motion for all of the MRI methods introduced in Chapter 2. In cine DENSE, 
these contours are currently manually delineated for all cardiac phases. This is a la­
borious process, and currently forms the most time-consuming component of the cine 
DENSE image analysis. 
Myocardial contour detection techniques based on image intensity are ill-suited to cine 
DENSE data for a number of reasons: l. the image resolution is relatively low compared 
to other MRI cine image acquisition techniques; 2. there is a Tl-related decay in SNR 
with time; 3. boundaries between the myocardium and adjacent tissue (e.g. the liver) 
are often indiscernible; and 4. high signal is present in the encoded blood of the first 
few frames , before it is washed out of the image plane. 
As the heart deforms, a material point moves from its reference point p = (PI, P2, P3) 
at time to to a new spatial position x at time frame tf. The reference map p(x,tf ) 
characterizes this motion, where p(x, to) = p. Note that this is an Eulerian frame of 
reference, whereas the trajectories in Chapter 6 were described in a Lagrangian frame 
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(b) 	 (c) 
Figure 7.1: 	(a) DENSE magnitude-reconstructed overview image, (b) corresponding DENSE displace­
ment field derived by unwrapping phase without pre-defined myocardial contours, and (c) 












(a) (b) 	 (c) 
Figure 7.2: 	(a) Frame-to-frame trajectories obtained by tracking using the 3 closest vector tails, (b) 
frame-to-frame trajectories after applying the deformation mask, and (c) frame-to-frame 
trajectories after applying both the deformation mask and the heuristic vector magnitude 
and angle deviation criteria. 
defined set of myocardial points at to are tracked using this algorithm without applying 
predefined myocardial contours prior to phase unwrapping, then frame-to-frame trajec­
tories such as those shown in Figure 7.2( a) result. Many of these trajectories are incorrect 
because noisy vectors from the lungs and blood pools intrude into the myocardium and 
are inadvertently being used for the 2-D interpolations. 
These trajectories can be improved by applying the following three steps: 
1. 	 Remove pixels with a low SNR from the manually-contoured region of myocardium 
before tracking. This is done with reference to the magnitude images, where all 
pixels with magnitude less than 2 standard deviations below the mean are ignored. 
This limits the number of incorrectly labelled points at to, which would cause errors 
on every frame. 
2. 	 Remove noisy displacement vectors using a modulus deformation mask, which 
is obtained for each frame t f by combining orthogonal spatial derivatives of the 
displacement fields as follows: 
(7.1 ) 
The deformation mask corresponding to Figure 7.1 (b) is shown in Figure 7.1 (c). 
By setting a threshold that excludes all deformation values greater than those 












(a) 	 (b) 
(c) 	 (d) 
Figure 7.3: 	(a) Myocardial mask for a single cardiac phase obtained by rounding each trajectory 
position at that frame to the nearest pixel. (b) Myocardial image obtained by representing 
each trajectory position at the current frame by a 2-D Gaussian function with an integrate 
intensity of unity and a standard deviation of l.25 pixels. (c) Applying a threshold of 0.5 
to the smooth myocardial image gives a binary mask of the myocardium. (d) Transmural 
discontinuities appearing due to a thin wall, conservative contours, or poor data. 
For Eini , an elastic energy was implemented to minimize 8v(s)/8ds and force points 
along v (s) to be equidistant. For Eoon , a radial ballooning force for the endocardial 
contour was applied, and a radial shrinking force for the epicardial contour was applied. 
A force was also implemented to limit the temporal evolution of the snake, providing 
a linear resistance to change from the contour defined at the preceding or succeeding 
cardiac phase. Finally, for Eimage, based on the binary myocardial mask, an energy was 
implemented to oppose both the elastic energy and the radial energy. For each point 
m = 1, ... , M along the arc length s , and for each direction Xk, where k = 1,2, the 














binary tf) =Wbinary X [- F~ elastic - Fl.: radial] 
(7.6) 
X [1 - B (x; 
Welasticl Wradial, WbinarYl and Wtemporal are user-defined 

N is total of iterations; f is the
HLu.au',"-" 
the radial component rt(sm, tf) is <.1.,-'.H''-,;'''< component in 
the Xk a unit vector oriented along the line tf)) to 
(xl (Sm, t f) , (sm,tf)), wherex1(sm,tf) = ~ (sm,tf)' 
For m, the position of the snake is adjusted iteratively directions Xk, 
k 1,2, as follows: 
tf) + F~ elastic (8m , tf) + radial 
(7.8) 
+ binary ( 8m , t f) + 
contour on a pn;ce<dlUlg or node 
the 
radially inwards directions 
of VHv·"""" rk(8 m , t f). For 
and the range of heart for the 
50, .N = 60, Welastic = 0.2, Wradial 1.1, and 
Suitable parameters for the <::;lJ.'UV'C,<.LL are M = 40, N = 60, 
Wradial = 0.05, Wbinary 1.1, and 0.05. Note that Wradial 
is for the epicardial snake than snake because the 
a shrinking effect on a closed contour. Wbinary is chosen to 













Figure 7.4: 	Iterations I,ll and 41 for (a) a ballooning endocardial active contour, and (b) a shrinking 
epicardial active contour. 
the binary mask of the myocardium. The (1 - B) term in Ftemporal ensures that the 
temporal force has no effect on a node that lies within the myocardium, thus making 
is difficult for nodes to be pulled through the myocardial mask. Figure 7.4 shows the 
action of these active contour models on the binary image in Figure 7.3( d) . 
Finally, the resulting contours (either isocontours or snakes) are smoothed by fitting 
periodic Fourier basis functions to each of the spatial directions Xl and X2 as a function 
of arc length s. This is given by 
1 M M 
!Xl,X2(S) = "2ao + Lam cos(mws) + L bmsin(mws) (7.9) 
m=l 	 m=l 
where am and bmare the Fourier series coefficients, w = 21f / S is the spatial angular 
frequency, S is the total arc length of the contour , and M is the order of the fit . Fitting 
was done using least squares , and 4th order functions, requiring 9 coefficients, were found 












Fourier coefficients for a particular frame were used as starting coefficients for fitting 
the contours of the preceding and/or succeeding frame . 
7.2.3 Defining segmentation accuracy 
The algorithm was tested on 6 SF and 6 conventional mid-ventricular short-axis cine 
DENSE data sets. For 4 data sets, the automatic contours were compared to manually­
drawn contours from two independent observers using the sum of false positive and false 
negative area measures. For each observer, the manual contours at mid-systole were used 
to initiate the motion-guided segmentation process. The false negative area measure 
identifies the percentage of myocardium missed by the algorithm. If CM is the region 
enclosed by the manually-drawn contour and CA is the region enclosed by the algorithm's 
contour, then the false negative error is given by (CM - (CM n CA )) /CM , where n 
denotes intersection. The false positive area measure, which identifies the percentage 
of tissue falsely identified by the algorithm, is given by (CA - (CM n CA )) /CM . Inter­
observer variability was calculated using the same method. Note that these measures of 
segmentation accuracy provide identical results to the method presented in Section 6.2.5. 
The conventional cine DENSE data were acquired to investigate the effects of through­
plane motion on the motion-guided segmentation. Figure 7.5 shows a four-chamber view 
of the heart, at early- and end-systole, with tags portraying longitudinal motion. A fixed 
mid-ventricular short-axis plane is shown as a dotted line, as is the motion of discrete 
points in the RV and LV free walls relative to this plane. The larger-diameter base 
can be seen to move into the image plane during systole. In conventional cine DENSE, 
base-to-apex motion in a short-axis view will thus cause the motion-guided contours to 
appear shrunken compared to imaged myocardium during systole and inflated during 
diastole. To minimize this error , the manual contours were drawn at mid-systole in 
conventional cine DENSE data. Any frame can be used in SF data. 
To quantify the effect of through-plane motion and to give a further measure of segmen­
tation accuracy, manual distance measurements were made between the motion-guided 
contour and the manually-defined epicardium on the LV free wall . As shown in Fig­
ure 7.6, these measurements were made radially in four places, along lines stemming 
from the centroid of the epicardial contour , and separated by an angle of 1r/6 radians . 











wn(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 7.5: 	Longitudinal motion depicted on tagged images at (a) early-systole, and (b) end-systole. 
A fixed mid-ventricular short-axis slice is shown as a dotted line in both images, and the 
position of discrete points in the LV free wall and RV free wall are shown relative to this 
imaging plane. 
Figure 7.6: 	Short-axis view of the heart showing the four radial spokes along which differences between 
manual and automated contours were measured. Dotted contour = manual; solid contour 
= automated. The arrows depict the radial errors that were averaged for each frame. The 
error in the automated contour in this example has been exaggerated for demonstration 
purposes. 
out the cardiac cycle, and because the LV through-plane motion is greatest in the free 
wall. The endocardial border was not investigated here because of the presence of pap­
illary muscles and the high signal intensity in the blood during the first few frames. A 
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(a) (b) 	 (c) 
(d) 	 (e) (f) 
Figure 7.7: 	(a) Magnitude, (b) phase, and (c) inverted phase quality map of a short-axis view at 
end-systole depicting manually drawn contours. Corresponding motion-guided contours 
depicted on inverted phase quality maps for (d) end-diastole, (e) early-systole, and (f) mid­
diastole. The dotted line depicts a papillary muscle that has been tracked and contoured 
using the same algorithm. 
(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 7.8: 	Effect of through-plane motion on motion-guided segmentation in conventional cine 
DENSE data of a mid-ventricular short-axis view of a normal volunteer . Contours are de­
picted on inverted phase quality maps. (a) Motion-guided contour at late-diastole, where 
the manually defined contour was drawn at end-systole. (b) Motion-guided contour at 












(a) (b) 	 (c) 
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(d) (e) 	 (f) 
Figure 7.9: 	Motion-guided segmentation applied to long-axis conventional cine DENSE data. (a) End­
diastole, (b) early-systole, (c) mid-systole, (d) end-systole, (e) mid-diastole , and (f) late­
diastole. The manual contour was drawn at mid-systole, and all contours are portrayed 
on magnitude-reconstructed cine DENSE images. 
reconstructed images. Due to the shape of the LV in the long-axis view, no periodic 
Fourier functions were used to smooth the contours . 
7.4 Discussion 
There are a number of unique advantages to the motion-guided segmentation method 
described here: 1. the parameters used to discern between useful and noisy vectors 
are all based on practical physiological limits; 2. the method ensures that only "high 
quality" displacement data is used for analysis; 3. contours are calculated for the first 
few cardiac phases, where it is difficult to visually distinguish blood from myocardium; 
4. whereas many segmentation methods are specific to a particular view of the heart, 












method is independent of the shape of the tissue delineated, and any arbitrary portions 
of the myocardium can be tracked through time. 
The active contour models and periodic Fourier fits are all geared towards short-axis 
contours, where the LV is shaped like a torus. If the segmentation method is used for 
long-axis images, or arbitrary regions of myocardium, then the periodic Fourier fits or 
this active contour model implementation would not generally be suitable. Fitting using 
periodic splines is a suitable alternative. 
Given that the segmentation accuracy is comparable to inter-observer variability, it can 
be argued that the algorithm will sometimes produce more accurate contours than a 
trained user. In particular , whereas it may be difficult for a user to consistently identify 
the same portion of myocardium for each cardiac phase, the segmentation algorithm 
inherently only includes myocardial vectors that contribute to the tissue tracking. 
A limiting factor for this motion-guided segmentation technique is the robustness of the 
phase unwrapping algorithm. The segmentation method is equally appropriate for the 
RV, but the phase unwrapping algorithm used here can not reliably unwrap the phase 
in the RV at the current pixel size. Suitable alternative phase unwrapping algorithms 
were discussed in Chapter 3. 
The use of motion trajectories to guide a set of contours through time could also be 
applied to myocardial tagging, although the spatial resolution may prove limiting. The 
HARP tissue classification technique described in Chapter 6 is advantageous because 
it requires no user interaction, but the results are not suitable for clinical use. More 
acceptable contours could be obtained by using an initial manually-defined region of 
myocardium as done in this Chapter , and refining the HARP tracking algorithm to 
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For healthy myocardium it is characteristic that mechanical activation follows electri­
cal activation. Strain-time relationships give a measure of mechanical activation, and 
modalities such as tissue Doppler echocardiography and quantitative cardiac MRI can 
be applied to assess mechanical dyssynchrony. Recent tissue Doppler echocardiographic 
studies have shown that measurement of mechanical dyssynchrony improves the ability 
to prospectively identify CRT responders compared to QRS duration and morphology 
(Penicka et ai., 2004). Moreover, while intraventricular LV dyssynchrony is superior to 
QRS duration, the additional measurement of interventricular dyssynchrony between 
the LV and RV further improves the ability to prospectively identify CRT responders 
(Penicka et ai., 2004). 
Mechanical LV dyssynchrony has been identified with myocardial tagging (McVeigh 
et ai., 1998; Prinzen et ai., 1999; Curry et ai., 2002; Leclercq et ai., 2002; Kerckhoffs 
et ai., 2005; Helm et ai., 2005; Zwanenburg et ai., 2005), but the resolution of the analysis 
was limited to the tag spacing and no results for the RV were reported. The use of HARP 
to measure mechanical dyssynchrony has also been reported by Spragg et ai. (2005), and 
Lardo et ai. (2005) identify strain-encoded (SENC) MRI (Osman et ai., 2001) as a further 
promising technique. A database of normal peak radial and longitudinal LV velocities, 
as well the time to these peak velocities has recently been published for phase contrast 
velocity encoding MRI of the human heart (Petersen et ai., 2006), but limited work has 
been reported that quantifies mechanical dyssynchrony using this technique (Delfino 
et ai., 2006). Normal human benchmark data also exists for myocardial tagging, where 
onset to time of circumferential shortening, and time-to-peak circumferential shortening 
is presented (Zwanenburg et ai., 2004). 
Myocardial tagging, cine HARP and cine DENSE may be superior to tissue Doppler be­
cause they can measure circumferential shortening, which has been shown to be a better 
predictor of mechanical dyssynchrony than longitudinal shortening (Helm et ai., 2005). 
The high spatial resolution offered by cine DENSE makes it an attractive modality for 
measuring interventricular dyssynchrony. Patel et ai. (2006) described the application 
of cine DENSE for measuring LV mechanical dyssynchrony. Patel et ai. also identi­
fied regions of myocardial scarring using Gadolinium (Gd) delayed-enhancement, and 
the combined information offered by the two techniques was used to identify regions 
of healthy myocardium that could benefit from CRT. Other preliminary work on mea­
suring mechanical dyssynchrony with cine DENSE is presented in Wen et ai. (2006a), 












In this Chapter, the cine DENSE methods used to image the LV are extended to measure 
strain in the RV. Both volunteer and patient data were acquired, and interventricular 
dyssynchrony in heart failure patients with left and right bundle branch block (LBBB 
and RBBB, respectively) was quantified. The majority of this work is geared towards the 
analysis of RV function using cine DENSE, and this forms the first reported study where 
RBBB delays are detected using quantitative MRI. Apart from predicting response to 
CRT, the ability to assess RV function is valuable in many cardiac and cardiopulmonary 
diseases such as pulmonary hypertension, congenital heart disease, and ischaemic heart 
disease. 
The RV is notoriously difficult to image because of its thin walls, complicated geometry, 
and unruly behaviour. The normal thickness of the LV and interventricular septum 
at end-diastole is 9 - 11 mm, whereas the RV only measures 2 - 3 mm (Pettigrew, 
1992). Also, the RV is heavily trabeculated and may not offer as clearly defined margins 
as typically seen in the LV. The analysis can be further complicated by the presence 
of the moderator band, which appears in certain imaging planes. The assumption of 
2-D motion is reasonable for short-axis views of the LV (Tecelao et al., 2006), but 
the through-plane motion of the RV should not be ignored in these views. The large 
through-plane RV motion is clearly demonstrated in Figure 5.5, and is quantified in 
Haber et al. (2005). 
Measuring RV motion using myocardial tagging is limited by the number of tag lines 
present on the wall. A number of studies have been done to describe both normal and 
diseased RV motion using multiple slices of tagged images (Young et al., 1996; Klein 
et al., 1998; Fayad et ai., 1998; Haber et al., 2000, 2005). Although these studies provided 
detailed information about RV behaviour, the acquisition and processing times were too 
lengthy for the methods to merit routine clinical use. In particular, contours and points 
to be tracked were marked manually by Young et ai. (1996); Klein et al. (1998); Fayad 
et al. (1998), and semi-automatically using snakes by Haber et al. (2000, 2005). 
Phase contrast velocity encoding applied in three orthogonal directions has also been 
used to study RV motion in a single mid-ventricular short-axis imaging plane (Kayser 
et al., 2000). Kayser et ai. studied normal volunteers and patients with acute myocardial 
wall infarction. Contours were drawn manually, and the remaining processing was fast 
and automated. Although through-plane velocity was measured, this technique does 












There are three main challenges for RV analysis using cine DENSE: phase unwrapping; 
through-plane motion; and obtaining a suitable measure of strain. These are addressed 
in the following sections. 
8.2 Methods 
8.2.1 Phase unwrapping 
The RV is typically 2 - 3 mm thick , and spans only 1 - 3 pixels in cine DENSE images. 
The spatiotemporal phase unwrapping algorithms presented in Chapter 3 require a path 
of high-quality phase throughout the myocardium. The phase quality measure used 
is based on phase uniformity in a local region, and thin portions of the RV will not 
necessarily have an associated high phase quality. In preliminary tests using 2- D quality­
guided phase unwrapping without predefined contours and with seed points manually 
placed in the LV, the RV was correctly unwrapped in 252 out of 318 images (79.9%) . 
This discourages the use of the motion-guided segmentation algorithm for contouring 
the RV. If predefined LV and RV contours are used , then 315 out of the 318 images were 
correctly unwrapped (99.1%) . The use of manual RV contours thus leads to a significant 
improvement in the reliability of phase unwrapping in the RV. 
The direct application of the semi-automated phase unwrapping method described in 
Section 3.3.2 with predefined LV and RV contours works adequately for the cases con­
sidered here. Temporal unwrapping was limited here to regions where myocardial masks 
from adjacent frames overlap. Phase unwrapping errors were identified using disconti­
nuity maps, which specify the locations of pixels in the unwrapped image that differ 
from a neighbour by more than In I radians. Two examples of RV phase unwrapping 
errors identified in this manner are shown in Figure 8.1, where the red dots depict 
discontinui ties. 
8.2.2 Midwall tracking and tangential strain 
The large oblique through-plane motion of the RV in short-axis views implies that a 












Figure 8.1: Two examples of phase discontinuities being used to identify phase unwrapping errors . 
tracking using slice followed (SF) cine DENSE provides a fast and practical way of 
describing this motion. 
Circumferential strain (Ecc) has previously been shown to be a sensitive metric of 
intraventricular LV dyssynchrony (Helm et al., 2005). Ecc is a reasonable measure of 
strain for the annulus-shaped LV in the short-axis view. The shape of the RV is more 
complex and there are typically too few transmural pixels to calculate the 2- D strain 
tensor. It is therefore proposed that a measure of Lagrangian strain taken tangential 
to the midwall (Ett) be used . Figure 8.2(a) shows the DENSE displacement vectors 
for both ventricles of a normal volunteer at end-systole, and Figure 8.2(b) shows the 
corresponding 2-D linearly interpolated DENSE displacement vectors spaced a pixel 
distance apart along th  LV and RV midwalls. Once again, the heads of the vectors 
refer to the position of the material points at the current time (t f), and the tails refer to 
the position at the time of displacement encoding (to). Ett at point Pn can be obtained 
using the two adjacent vectors along the midwall. If lto , the undeformed length, is the 
distance measured by cine DENSE between the tails of the vectors at Pn-! and Pn+!, 
and itf ,the deformed length , is the distance between the heads of these two vectors at 
time t f , then Ett at Pn is given by 
1 ((itf) 2 )Ett = "2 T;; - 1 (8 .1) 
The shape of the RV varies considerably through the cardiac cycle, and rigid sectors 












(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 8.2: 	(a) DENSE displacement vectors of both the LV and RV, and (b) interpolated displace­
ment vectors at pixel-spaced points along the midwaH. 
(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 8.3: 	(a) Pixel-spaced points defined along the arc length of the midwall contour at to , and (b) 
2-D motion trajectories of these midwall starting points. 
along the midwall at the first cardiac phase are tracked through the cardiac cycle as 
described in Chapter 4, then sectors defined along the mid wall move with the heart as 
it deforms. For this reason and for the benefits of temporal fitting, trajectories were 
used for the computation of Ett . Trajectories were improved by temporal fitting with 
5th order Fourier basis functions as before. An example of the pixel-spaced starting 
points along the midwall is shown in Figure 8.3(a), and the resulting temporally fitted 
trajectories are shown in Figure 8.3(b) . 
The LV midwall was divided into six standard segments. The anterior two-thirds of the 













Figure 8.4: Myocardial segments for interventricular strain-time analysis. 
the diaphragmatic RV. These divisions are shown in Figure 8.4. Finally, the Ett data 
were smoothed by sliding a 5 pixel mean filter along the midwall data. This is similar 
to the anatomically guided strain filtering described by Wen (2005). 
8.2.3 Strain confidence 
The measures of Ett for the LV are typically obtained from regions of higher SNR than 
the measures of Ett for the RV. The thickness of the RV is of the order of the cine 
DENSE in-plane pixel size, and less than the slice thickness. Partial volume effects can 
thus significantly reduce the SNR in voxels encompassing the RV. Incomplete intravoxel 
rephasing in simulated echo imaging also leads to signal loss when tissue deforms (Fischer 
et at., 1995). This latter effect is particularly evident for high values of ke, as seen in 
Figure 3.6. 
A measure of strain confidence was derived to limit interpretation errors associated with 
low SNR. This also serves to alert one to the presence of phase unwrapping errors or 
misalignment of images from the two breath holds . Since it is the phase of the MRI 
image that is of interest, the phase quality maps were used for this measure. As described 
in Section 4.2.2, 2- D tissue tracking involves 2-D distance-weighted linear interpolation 
using the three closest vector tails to a starting point at to. For each encoding direction, 
a measure of confidence for each tracked point at each frame is derived by 2-D distance­
weighted linear interpolation using the phase quality measures associated with each of 












directions are then averaged and normalised to give a final measure of strain confidence. 
These can be displayed in conjunction with the stain-time curves. 
8.2.4 Imaging protocol 
The cine DENSE scans were performed on a l.5 T Siemens A vanto scanner (Siemens 
Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany). Two normal volunteers, two patients with 
LBBB, and two patients with RBBB were imaged. All human subjects provided in­
formed consent and were studied in accordance with research protocols approved by the 
Human Investigations Committee at the University of Virginia. Patients were imaged 
without SF as part of a larger study, and the volunteers were imaged with SF. 
A four-channel body phased array RF coil was used and the subjects were imaged in a 
short-axis mid-ventricular view. Imaging parameters included FOV = 360 x 252 mm; 
echo train length (ETL) = 9; TE = 11 ms; TR = 20 ms; slice thickness = 8 mm; pixel 
size = 2.81 x 2.81 mm; temporal resolution = 20 ms (rate 2 view sharing); and displace­
ment encoding frequency = 0.1 cycles/mm. Scans for the two encoding directions were 
acquired in two breath holds of 14 heart beats each. 
The LV contours were derived using the segmentation technique described in Chapter 7 
and the RV contours were drawn manually. Image reconstruction was performed online, 
and image analysis was done offline using MATLAB (The Mathworks Inc, Natick, MA). 
The custom written MATLAB GUI for bi-ventricular cine DENSE image analysis is 
described in Appendix A. 
8.3 Results 
Figures 8.5 and 8.6 depict interpolated mid wall cine DENSE displacement fields for a 
normal volunteer at various cardiac phases. The corresponding measures of Ett before 
and after applying the 5 pixel mean anatomical filter are also shown. Figure 8.7 shows 
the corresponding Ett maps derived using the temporally fitted trajectories to calculate 
strain, and after applying anatomical smoothing. An initial cardiac twist in both ven­
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(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 8.5: 	Interpolated midwall displacements and corresponding raw and anatomically smoothed 
maps of Ett of a normal volunteer at (a) end-diastole, and (b) early-systole. 
8.4 Discussion 
A cine DENSE technique suitable for imaging both the LV and RV has been developed. 
Initial results in volunteers and heart failure patients suggest that this technique can be 












(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 8.6: 	Interpolated mid wall displacements and corresponding raw and anatomically smoothed 
maps of Ett of a normal volunteer at (a) mid-systole , and (b) end-systole 
Higher spatial resolution would simplify the phase unwrapping and tissue tracking algo­
rithms. For cases where a more robust phase unwrapping algorithm is required, the fully 
automated quality-guided algorithm described in Section 3.3.1 could be used, where un­
wrapping is again confined to lie within the predefined contours. The unwrapping can 
commence at all myocardial pixels on the first cardiac phase. This method successfully 
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(a) 	 (b) 
(c) 	 (d) 
Figure 8.7: 	Anatomically smoothed Ett and displacement fields obtained from temporally fitted tra­
jectories of a normal volunteer at (a) end-diastole, (b) early-systole, (c) mid-systole, and 
(d) end-systole. 
Although view sharing and the equations of motion from temporal fitting can be used 
to improve the temporal resolution, the true temporal resolution of the cine DENSE 
sequence used here remains 40 ms. Improving this temporal resolution is the focus of 
future work. Respiratory gating can be used to increase the spatial and/or temporal 
resolution, but with a significant increase in acquisition time. The respiratory-gated 
EPI cine DENSE sequence used by Wen et al. (2006a) provides a spatial resolution of 
1.4 x 2.4 x 7 mm, a true temporal resolution of 20 ms, and requires a scan time of 3.5 
- 4.8 min/slice. 
Although the measures of strain confidence provide a useful indicator of the reliability of 
the data, a way of automatically identifying unacceptable SNR and/or phase unwrapping 
errors in the RV is still desirable. T he low SNR associated with SF together with 
the large amount of RV through-plane dephasing still poses challenges for routine RV 
analysis using cine DENSE. In some cases, it may be necessary to reduce the value of 
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Figure 8.9: (a) Mid-ventricular short-axis Ett versus time for a normal volunteer, and (b) a patient 
with a LBBB. 
Only the time-to-onset of strain was investigated here as a metric for identifying me­
chanical dyssynchrony. CRT only influences the onset times directly, but time-to-peak 
strain is often used to select patients for CRT. The relationship between these two 
me tries has been investigated by Zwanenburg et al. (2005). Zwanenburg et ai. found 
the relation between peak time and onset time of shortening to be strongest in nonis­
chaemic patients, and that this relationship was most consistent when the time to first 
peak, instead of time to maximum peak, is used. A variety of other methods of detecting 
dyssynchrony using strain measurements are summarised in Lardo et al. (2005), where 
both spatial and temporal aspects of strain distribution were investigated. All of these 
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Figure 8.10: 	(a) Mid-ventricular short-axis Gd-enhanced image of a patient with a RBBB and an 
anteroseptal infarct, (b) corresponding map of end-systolic Ett, and (c) corresponding 
Ett versus time curves. 
spatial resolution and the lack of spatial periodicity of the RV limits their use for RV 
analysis. 
In conclusion, when used in conjunction with delayed contrast-enhanced MRI and cine 
DENSE measurements of intraventricular LV dyssynchrony, the additional measurement 













(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 8.11: 	(a) Mid-ventricular short-axis Gd-enhanced image depicting an infarct due to a left 
anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery occlusion. (b) End-systolic map of Ett and 













Conclusions and future directions 
Reliable automated and semi-automated spatiotemporal phase unwrapping methods 
have been developed to obtain absolute phase measurements for cine DENSE. The 
semi-automated method is faster than the fully-automated method, and requires the 
user to only specify a single seed point in the myocardium. Based on these absolute 
displacement measurements, a 2-D technique for tracking the motion of discrete material 
points within the myocardium was presented. 
The 2-D tissue tracking was improved by fitting curves to the temporal evolution of the 
motion trajectories . This tracking was done at roughly a pixel resolution and strain was 
calculated directly from the trajectories. Using sets of 5th order Fourier basis functions 
to describe the trajectories reduces the variability in the strain measurements, while 
still retaining sufficient information to distinguish pathology. Equations of motion were 
obtained for each pixel tracked, thus offering a wealth of information for studies of 
myocardial motion. 
The improvement in Ecc due to temporal fitting is evident visually on strain images, 
in strain-time curves, and in a comparison of histograms. Also, the values of Ecc 
closely match those predicted using conventional myocardial tagging methods. There 
is more variability in the literature regarding normal values of Err, and the results 
presented here for Err are within the range of previously reported values. The accuracy 
of the tissue tracking was quantified using a rotating phantom, but the effects on strain 
would benefit from further validation using a deformable phantom. For physiological 












The optimal displacement encoding frequency for studies of the human heart using the 
cine DENSE sequence described in Kim et al. (2004) was shown to be in the region of 
0.1 cycles/mm. For 2 scans of 17 second duration, the in vivo strain noise after temporal 
fitting was estimated to be 2.5 ± 3.0% at end-diastole, 3.1 ± 3.1 % at end-systole, and 
5.3 ± 5.0% in mid-diastole. Given that the first principal strain is generally oriented 
in the radial direction in short-axis images, measures of Err taken together with these 
strain noise measurements give an indication of the strain-to-noise ratio. For typical 
values of cardiac Err, the strain noise measurements show that the methods presented 
here yield useful strain data. 
Three-dimensional tissue tracking using conventional cine DENSE involves scanning 
multiple image slices and performing a large amount of post processing. Slice following 
was implemented in the cine DENSE sequence and a true 3-D myocardial motion track­
ing algorithm using data from a single imaging plane was intr duced. Spatial median 
filtering and 3-D temporal fitting were shown to improve the trajectories without any 
noticeable adverse effects on the deformation. The through-plane tracking accuracy us­
ing SF cine DENSE on a rotating phantom with typical ranges of cardiac displacement 
and velocity was shown here to be 0.48 ± 0.25 mm. The effects of through-plane rotation 
on 2-D strain in a mid-ventricular short-axis view of the heart was also quantified. For 
six normal volunteers, through-plane rotation caused the end-systolic Ecc to be reduced 
in magnitude by 3.91 ± 0.43%, and the corresponding Err to be increased in magnitude 
by 6.01 ± l.07%. 
A versatile and effective segmentation method has been developed for cine DENSE, 
where displacement encoded motion in the myocardium is used to guide a set of con­
tours through time. The total user interaction in cine DENSE image analysis is thus 
reduced to the manual demarcation of the myocardium on a single frame. Based on 
manually-drawn contours , and an area measure of segmentation error, the accuracy of 
the algorithm was shown to be similar to inter-observer variability. A radial segmen­
tation error metric was introduced for short-axis data, and the resulting error for 6 SF 
and 6 non-SF data sets' is 0.13 ± 0.12 and 0.21 ± 0.15 pixels, respectively. Although the 
segmentation error for conventional cine DENSE is greater than for SF cine DENSE, 
motion-guided segmentation using conventional cine DENSE yields acceptable results 












A processing technique suitable for analysing RV wall motion using cine DENSE has also 
been developed. Manual segmentation of the RV borders is required for robust phase 
unwrapping, and SF cine DENSE is recommended to compensate for the large oblique 
through-plane motion of the RV in short-axis views. Circumferential shortening for the 
RV was defined as the I-D strain orientated tangential to the RV midwall. Two dimen­
sional tissue tracking of RV mid wall points was performed and this tangential strain 
(Ett) was calculated directly from the trajectories. Temporal fitting was applied to 
the trajectories as before, and the resulting strain was smoothed using an anatomically­
guided mean filter. By also applying these techniques to the LV, the interaction between 
the two ventricles could be assessed. In particular, interventricular dyssynchrony was 
studied here using regional time-to-onset of Ett for both ventricles. Initial results in 
volunteers and heart failure patients suggest that this technique can be used to assess in­
terventricular dyssynchrony. When used in conjunction with delayed contrast-enhanced 
MRI and cine DENSE measurements of intraventricular LV dyssynchrony, the addi­
tional measurement of interventricular LV-RV dyssynchrony may improve the ability to 
prospectively identify CRT responders. 
A higher cine DENSE spatial resolution would simplify the phase unwrapping and tissue 
tracking algorithms, and also allow for RV motion-guided segmentation, and the mea­
surement of RV radial thickening. Low regions of SNR in the RV due to partial volume 
effects and intravoxel dephasing are commonplace, and can lead to unusable data or 
phase unwrapping errors. Although a measure of data confidence has been introduced 
here, there is still room for further integrated measures of SNR and phase unwrapping 
efficacy. A further problem for RV analysis using the breath hold cine DENSE sequence 
described in Kim et al. (2004) is spatial mismatch due to variations in breath hold po­
sition. These effects could potentially be reduced using image morphing and matching 
with affine transformations. 
A cine HARP tissue tracking algorithm and methods of motion-based tissue classifi­
cation of tagged images were also introduced. The tissue tracking method is based 
on inter-frame displacement measurements and suffers from the same main drawback 
as phase contrast velocity encoding tissue tracking methods, namely the integration of 
tracking error. Unfortunately, the Tl-related decay in SNR with time means that motion 












The proposed cine HARP myocardial tissue classification method is based on differences 
in behaviour between motion trajectories in tissue and those in regions of noise. This 
provides a means of classifying myocardium and stationary tissue without necessitating 
any manual user intervention. The cine HARP tracking process and trajectory fields 
could also be adapted to guide a manually defined set of contours in a similar manner to 
the cine DENSE motion-guided segmentation method. This cine HARP tissue classifica­
tion method is capable of delineating the endocardium even in the first frame of a tagged 
series, where tag lines are present in the blood. Based on comparisons with manually 
drawn regions, and taking computation time into account, optimal tissue classification 
is achieved using temporally accumulated spatial derivatives of the motion trajectories. 
The values of false-positive and false-negative area error measures are each in the region 
of 10%, implying that this tissue classification technique is inadequate for diagnostic 
purposes, where aspects such as wall thickening would be measured. Contracting torus 
phantom simulations were conducted to investigate the relationship between pixel size 
and classification error. The errors predicted using the phantom were lower than those 
measured in practice. This is partially due to through-plane motion and errors inherent 
in the cine HARP tracking process, but also to inaccuracies in the manual delineation 
of myocardial contours. 
Note that the cine DENSE phase unwrapping, tissue tracking and motion-guided seg­
mentation can be implemented for an  view of the heart. Although view sharing can be 
used to increase the perceived temporal resolution, it has been shown here to offer little 
improvement to trajectory behaviour and strain-time curves. The 2-D and 3-D tissue 
tracking algorithms can be implemented at any spatial resolution, and the temporal 
fitting results in 2-D or 3-D equations of motion at any temporal resolution. 
Despite the fact that stimulated echoes have an inherently low SNR, cine DENSE has 
proven to have both a high tracking accuracy and a high spatial resolution. Furthermore, 
the post processing is reliable, computationally efficient and relatively user-independent. 
Although the cine DENSE method still needs validation on an appreciable patient base, 
it holds great promise as a tool for automated, detailed analysis of myocardial motion. 
Future work on the cine DENSE sequence will involve reducing the scan times, increas­
ing the spatial and temporal resolution, and/or improving image SNR. Other recent 
applications for cine DENSE include studies of skeletal muscle (Zhong et at., 2006a) 












with through-plane strain C;ln,VUll1J;; et al., 2001) to measure the full 3-D 
tensor at a voxel resolution at., 2006). work has already been to 
incorporate stages of the V'A~OOJ'l1J;; directly onto the scanner, but consid­
erable work still remains to nA,"t" .."", maps online. 
In the event that volumetric U11o,/",'l1/", De(~On[les available, a number of 
processing techniques can the additional 
mension. The 3-D phase unwrapping can to (three spatial anduGll'c1vU 
one temporal dimension). True data is a straight­
forward extension of the conventional cine DENSE. Slice 
isn't necessary motion to project thevLH,V,"l'vU 
a predefined volume of rvnr,,,,,,,, time is also a direct extension 
ideas implemented in the amount of spatiotemporal 
available for volumetric opens new doors for a completely au­
tomated approach, whereby surface models and/or tissue clustering could 
Implementing these algorithms in will form a 














Graphical User Interface 
A MATLAB graphical user interface (GUI) titled CineDENSEAnalysis was created 
to process cine DENSE data. CineDENSEAnalysis was coded by the author, with 
contributions from Xiaodong Zhong, Aaron Hess, Wesley Gilson, and Daniel Kim. 
CineDENSEAnalysis for the LV 
Figure A.l shows the GUI for LV analysis. The majority of the cine DENSE algorithms 
described in this thesis are implemented as functions in the GUI. Both magnitude- and 
phase-reconstructed images are portrayed in the GUI , and the user can freely navigate 
through the cardiac phases and between encoding directions. A status box is also present 
to give the user an indication of the progress of the algorithms. The Save workspace 
and Load workspace pull-down menus save and load all data and variables in the GUI 
workspace, respectively, thus removing the need to re-process Cine DENSE data. In 
addition, clicking on the Restore Original Images button at any stage during the analysis 
returns the workspace to the state just after loading the images. Image analysis using 
the GUI is divided into four sections, l. Load data, 2. Contours, 3. Analysis, and 4. 
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Radio buttons allow the user to select between loading raw k-space data files or Dicom 
files. A further set of radio buttons define whether data encoded in 1-D, 2-D, or 3-D 
should be loaded. Data can also be loaded for two cine DENSE encoding strategies: 1. a 
phase reference and a eSPAMM set of images for each encoding direction; or 2. a phase 
reference and two encoding directions in a single breath hold. For the latter method, 
through-plane dephasing (Zhong et al., 2005) is typically applied at the expense of SNR 
to suppress the T1 and conjugate echoes. 
If raw k-space data is loaded, a number of reconstruction parameters can be set: the 
number of RF coils; a selection of k-space filters for suppressing the T1-echo; zero filling 
of the k-space periphery to interpolate to a smaller pixel size; varying rates of view 
sharing for bottom-up or flyback EPI k-space trajectories (as described in Foo et al. 
(1995)); and projection onto convex sets (POeS) phase correction (Xu and Haacke, 
2001) to accommodate for partial k-space sampling. 
Load DENSE data button. When pressed, the user is asked to input a number of 
image reconstruction parameters specific to the type of data being loaded. For Dicom 
images, this includes series numbers, the displacement encoding frequency, and the 
number of frames to be loaded. For raw data, in addition to the number of frames and 
the displacement encoding frequency, a list of parameters for reconstruction are also 
included: readout field of view (FOY); percent phase resolution; percent of FOY in the 
phase encoding direction; EPI factor; and segments (scan line numbers per phase in 
one heart beat). The latter two parameters are only important if view sharing is being 
implemented. 
Once the images are loaded and reconstructed, the user is asked to manually crop a 
region of interest (ROI). Normalized cross correlation (Gonzalez and \Noods, 1992) is 
then used to align corresponding images of the two or three encoding directions. Slider 
bars adjacent to the axes have also been included to manually shift the images in the 
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contours. 
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button. This initiates the motion-guided algorithm de­












docardial contours defined on the displayed cardiac phase, then the algorithm defines 
motion-guided epicardial and endocardial contours for all other cardiac phases. Defin­
ing these contours at mid-systole minimises the segmentation error due to through-plane 
motion. If the myocardial wall is thin, then active contour models can be selected using 
the Snakes radio button. However, using isocontours on binary masks, as selected with 
the Thresh radio button, is typically sufficient and more accurate. If the segmentation 
algorithm is run without predefined contours, then the user is asked to manually define 
a region of the myocardium using a single contour on the current frame. This is useful 
for tracking and identifying select portions of the myocardium. Note that this button 
only becomes active after phase unwrapping is done without predefined contours and 
after displacement is calculated. 
Analysis 
This includes the main data processing features. 
Unwrap phase button. This runs the semi-automated spatiotemporal phase unwrapping 
algorithm described in Chapter 3. If no predefined contours exist, then the phase quality 
map of the first cardiac phase is displayed and the user is requested to place a manual 
seed point in the myocardium. If contours exist, then only myocardial pixels are phase 
unwrapped and the seed point is defined as the pixel with highest phase quality lying 
within the contours at the first cardiac phase. The unwrapped phase images replace the 
wrapped phase images in the display after this algorithm has been run. 
Raw Displacement and Strain button. This calculates the displacement fields for all 
cardiac phases. If the Spatial Median Filter box is checked, then a 5 pixel spatial median 
filter (centre pixel plus its four nearest neighbours) is applied to all components of all 
displacement fields. If contours exist, then the median filter for each pixel is applied 
using only the neighbouring pixels that lie within the contours. First (E1) and second 
(E2) principal strains are also calculated for all cardiac phases, as are circumferential 
(Ece) and radial (Err) strains. Ecc and Err are derived relative to the centroid of the 
epicardial border at the first cardiac phase. These strain computations are described in 
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menu. 
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Ecc checkbox. Plots the Ecc map for the selected frame. 
Err checkbox. Plots the Err map for the selected frame. 
1st principal strain checkbox. Plots the E1 map for the selected frame. Eigenvector 
directions are also shown. 
2nd principal strain checkbox. Plots the E2 map for the selected frame. Eigenvector 
directions are also shown. 
Strain-time curves checkbox. Plots the E1, E2, Ecc, and Err strain versus time curves 
for 6 circumferential LV segments. The user is asked to manually mark the anterior RV 
insertion point on a magnitude-reconstructed image to provide a reference for the LV 
segments. If no tracking has been done, the strain-time relationships are calculated using 
fixed segments and the original strain calculations. If tracking and temporal fitting has 
been done, then the strain-time relationships are calculated from the fitted trajectories 
directly. If tracking, temporal, fitting and reconstructing the original displacement fields 
have been done, then the strain-time relationships are calculated using fixed segments 
and strain measures derived from the reconstructed displacements. 
Kinesia map checkbox. This represents on a colour image the total 2-D/3-D distance 
covered by each tracked point. Tissue tracking is a prerequisite. 
k-space map checkbox. This displays the k-space of all encoding directions at the selected 
frame, and is only available if raw k-space data was loaded. 
SNR checkbox. This plots a graph of SNR as a function of time for the encoding direction 
currently displayed . The signal for each frame is the mean image intensity of the regions 
enclosed by the contours. The user is prompted to manually select a background noise 
sample, the standard deviation of which defines the noise level. Contours for each frame 
are a prerequisite. 
Raw trajectories checkbox. This plots the unfitted trajectories commencing at each 
myocardial pixel centre on the first cardiac phase. The user can choose to sub-sample 
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Strain CUI button. This initialises the strain display GUI described in Hess (2006). 
This GUI provides an interactive tool for viewing all features of the cine DENSE strain, 
as well as the deformation gradient. It is also capable of creating movies of each strain 
component. 
CineDENSEAnalysis for the LV and RV 
A separate GUI was created for analysis of both the LV and RV. The majority of the 
features are the same as for the LV GUI. The additional features include the following, 
most of which are described in Chapter 8: 
Buttons to draw both the RV epicardial and endocardial contours, as well as copy 
preceding and succeeding RV contours. The contours are drawn by clicking on points 
along the feature of interest, commencing within the LV epicardial border. The contour 
is deemed complete when it returns to lie within the LV epicardial border again. The 
contours are smoothed using splines. 
Full 3-D unwrap button. This runs the fully-automated spatiotemporal phase unwrap­
ping algorithm described in Chapter 3, but with the unwrapping confined to the con­
toured regions. This is slow and should only be run if a more robust phase unwrapping 
algorithm is required. 
Track midwall button. This finds the LV and RV mid wall contours at the first frame 
using a kd-tree algorithm, places pixel-spaced points along these contours, and then 
applies a 2-D/3-D cine DENSE tissue tracking algorithm to estimate the evolution of 
these points through time. 
Ett (trajectories) button. Calculates tangential strain (Ett) at each frame directly from 
the mid wall trajectories. 
Ett (displacements) button. This calculates Ett from the displacement fields directly. 
LV and RV midwall contours for all frames are found using a kd-tree algorithm, and 
points are placed at a pixel spacing along these contours. Two dimensional linear in­
terpolation is then used to estimate the DENSE displacement vectors at each of these 











Ett strain-time checkbox. Divides the LV into six tangentially-spaced segments, and 
the RV into two tangentially-spaced segments. Ett versus time relationships are then 
plotted for all segments. The measure of strain confidence described in Chapter 8 is 
calculated and represented on colour bars beneath each strain-time curve. 
Trajectory&Ett checkbox. Creates a movie where both Ett and the midwall Lagrangian 
displacement are portrayed on the same images. 
Export checked data to Excel button. This exports Ett versus time relationships for all 
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Spatial modulation of magnetisation 
(SPAMM) 
The steps involved in a spatial modulation of magnetisation (SPAMM) sequence are 
described on the work by and (1989b) and 
McVeigh ( . It is assumed tag pulse sequence is generated rapidly, so 
the vU(j'U"'-''"'' 	 sequence are >Lv!","'!"." 
For explicit IS dropped in the A 
SPAMM sequence consists of following steps: 
1. Assume an condition of longitudinal ma,gnet1~3atlon (Figure 
net at time to, z 
with field. 
net magnetisation at time t. 
2. 	 The first pulse reduces this longitudinal magnetisation and introduces a trans­
verse (">{wnn,nn<>n (Figure 1 (b)) Consider the to a flip angle () 
grees z-axis, 71). If the is applied at t 0, 













3. 	 The gradient pulse produces a periodic spatial modulation of the phase of the 
transverse magnetisation ( wraps it) along the direction of the gradient (Figure B.1 (c)). 
Assume that a gradient of strength Gx(t) and duration Tx is applied in the x direc­
tion immediately after the () degree pulse. For gradient pulses of short duration, 
the solution to the Bloch equations (Appendix G) is given to good approximation 
(Prince and McVeigh, 1992) by 
(B.2) 
where 




kx = 2rr, Jo Gx(r)dr (B.S) 
Here, is the gyromagnetic ratio and r is a dummy variable of integration. 
4. 	 The second RF pulse mixes the modulated transverse magnetisation with the 
longitudinal magnetisation, causing the total longitudinal magnetisation to be 
sinusoidally modulated along the gradient direction (Figure B.1(d)). The second 
RF pulse should have the same flip angle as the first, thus restoring the longitudinal 
magnetisation to its initial value at the peaks of the modulation. Mathematically, 
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5. 	 The remaining transverse magnetisation can spoiled by an optional 0C;<',Vll.U 
gradient pulse in x direction. This is not, necessary 
netisation would by the first the imaging 

follows. If the has a 
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M(701 + 702 + + ;:::::;0 
[ -asinOcos Myo Osinkxx + bcosO 1 
sequences, so one 
upon substitution for a b, 
z-magnetisation is 
B.2 in vector 
are 
assume = o. 
which is governed by a function. The modulated longitudinal 
B.1 
is 	 to transverse imaging sequence 
that follows the SPAMM will cause a corresponding modulation of 
transverse magnetisation, the tag lines 
UL<A,VLV'.. depth, that 	 between u.w,...... u.Ul.UU minimum modu­
is governed by O. The rate at spins dephase is 
to 	 centre. 0fJ"'VU.'''- is thus 

















Figure B.l: State of at different stages of a SPAMM 
Magnetisation after the first RF 
causes spins to dephase along the 
netisation after second RF with flip angle e. 
sequence. 
(e) Magnetisation after the 












The basic I-D SPAMM sequence just described can be extended to produce a grid 
pattern by repeating the series of events just described, but using a modulation gradient 
orthogonal to the first. This is introduced before the magnetisation is spoiled. Here the 
z-magnetisation component is given by 
The total duration of the SPAMM sequence proposed by Axel and Dougherty (1989b) 
is less than 3 ms, adding only a small delay to the initiation of imaging after R-wave 
detection. Axel and Dougherty (1989a) demonstrated in a further study that, with 
the substitution of more RF pulses with relative amplitudes distributed according to 
the binomial coefficients (eg. 1-3-3-1 or 1-4-6-4-1), sharper stripes are possible. The 
SPAMM sequence described above is thus classified as 1-1 SPAMM. Although longer 














Myocardial tag tracking 
Early attempts to monitor myocardial tissue deformation involved manually marking 
tag grid intersections on a frame-by-frame basis (Axel et al., 1992). Even for very 
low tagging resolutions, a large number of tags must be detected and followed. Tag 
detection and tracking by manual inspection is a time consuming process and is prone 
to inaccuracies. A number of solutions have been proposed for automating tag detection, 
several of which are introduced here. 
Tag tracking using active contour models 
The most widely used method of tag line tracking is based on active contour models (or 
snakes), which were developed by Kass et al. (1988). A snake is an energy-minimising 
spline guided by a collection of forces. The position of the snake is represented para­
metrically by v(s) = (X1(S),X2(S)), where s denotes the arc length along the snake. The 
algorithm seeks to minimise a weighted combination of energy potentials 
Esnake = 11 {Eint(V(S )) + Eimage(V(S)) + Econ(v(s)) }ds (C.1) 
Here Eint represents the internal energy of the spline due to bending, Eimage gives rise 
to the image forces, and Econ gives rise to the external constraint forces. The internal 
spline forces serve to impose a piecewise smoothness constraint. The image forces push 












themselves into these features, localising them accurately. The external constraint forces 
could stem from, for example, image boundaries or user interaction. 
Kumar and Goldgof (1994) were the first to adapt the snakes theory to myocardial 
tagging, and their method is briefly described here as an example. Kumar and Goldgof 
use a snake with a width of two pixels, corresponding to the width of the trough of 
a typical SPA~v1M sinusoid. The snake points are referred to as snaxels. The three 
specific energy functions, presented in the same format as in Equation C.1, are as follows: 
(1) A first-order continuity constraint that, when minimised, forces the snaxels to be 
uniformly spaced; (2) An image energy, defined as the product of the image intensities 
at two adjacent snaxels spanning the width of the snake. Minimising this term causes 
the snakes to seek pairs of adjacent pixels with minimum intensity. Since the SPAMM 
lines are typically the darkest objects in an image, they are tracked by the snakes; (3) 
A curvature energy, defined as the difference between two tangents of a curve, is used 
to provide a smooth contour for the snake. 
The minimisation of the snake energy functions is an iterative process, and is done for 
each snaxel pair of each snake. The numerical methods to implement the minimisation 
process are presented in Kass et al. (1988). A brief description of the minimisation 
process, as applied by Kumar and Goldgof, is as follows: 
1. 	 Manually outline the region of interest as a square surrounding the heart. 
2. 	 Use template matching to find an initial approximate position for the snakes. This 
requires knowledge of the grid angle and spacing. To find the location of a grid line, 
a line template is placed on the image and slid over a distance equal to the spacing 
between the grid lines. The position that gives the least image energy corresponds 
to a grid line. Successive grid lines can be found by sliding the template further. 
The perpendicular grid lines are found in a similar manner. 
3. 	 For each snaxel pair) search a small neighbourhood and move the pair to a new 
location that will yield a smaller energy for the snake. The snaxel pairs are only 
allowed to move in a direction perpendicular to the snake. This is repeated for 
each snake and for a fixed number of iterations per snake. 
4. 	 The first few iterations are performed only with the image energy, resulting in the 












Figure C.l: 	Active contour model with image energy only. Image from Kumar and Goldgof (1994), 
© 1994 IEEE, reprinted with permission. 
everywhere except at intersections. This is rectified by increasing the curvature 
and continuity coefficients and by neutralising small variations in intensity of the 
grid pixels. This entire process is repeated for each snake up to a limited number 
of iterations, at which point it is assumed that each point in the grid is located. 
5. 	 With the grid identified , the intersection points can be computed as the intersec­
tion points of the snakes. 
6. 	 Using the final contours of the snakes of one image as the starting point for the 
next image, the entire spatiotemporal motion of the grid can be tracked. 
Other adaptations of the energy functions have subsequently been developed. Kraitch­
man et al. (1995) improved on previous techniques by allowing stray points within the 
snake to be intuitively guided into place to avoid incorrect local minima, and also in­
troducing a more robust template matching method of identifying tag intersections in 
the first image of a series. Kraitchman et al. state that , prior to their improvements, 
an analysis of a hypertrophic cardiomyopathy patient would require more than 5 hours 
of manual user interaction time because of the increased number of tag intersections 
associated with the hypertrophy. This study could be evaluated in less than 25 min­
utes using their semi-automatic technique. In tests with a silicon gel phantom with 
controlled deformations, the average discrepancy between theoretically predicted and 













Figure C.2: Example of short-axis UU~)U:><"" active contour models during 
(a) end-diastole, and et al. 1995 IEEE, 
reprinted with 
Young et at. (1995) adapted the "aa,fi"''' user interaction, whereby 
can also interpo­
forces """,ure>o resolution. Figure C.2 
the results of stripe two by Young et al., 
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the variable intensity. However, their method requires a priori knowledge of the T1, 
T2, and spin density of the myocardium. Dougherty et al. (1999) introduced an optical 
flow method that does not rely on prior knowledge of image content and overcomes 
the requirement of constant pixel intensity by pre-processing the images. They claim 
that their method is as fast as the snakes method and more accurate. It uses a fully 
automated tracking technique, which computes the flow field between sequential images 
and uses this to compute the displacement field. The tracking of the tag intersections 
takes less than 5 seconds per slice per phase of the cardiac cycle. The end systolic RMS 
error of 0.23 mm indicates accuracy within the 0.3 mm measurement error of the snakes 
method by Kraitchman et al. (1995) . 
Tag tracking using Fourier filtering 
Groot-Koerkamp et al. (1999) describe a Fourier-based approach for automatically de­
tecting the tag positions. This is done by using an appropriately matched bandpass 
filter, which detects both the grid crossings as well as the grid centres in one single 
filtering process. Because the tags are excited in a rectangular grid pattern, the Fourier 
spectra of the images have a grid of peaks. By filtering out a number of these spectral 
peaks, and thresholding the resulting images, the tag positions are rapidly identified. 
Initially, the peaks can be found at known positions, defined by the spatial frequencies 
of the grid. As the grid deforms and rotates, the peaks spread out and move to slightly 
different frequencies . Groot-Koerkamp et al. applied their method to tagged images of 
the thigh with a computer simulated deformation. The average discrepancy between 
theoretically predicted and automatically detected tag positions was 0.04 ± 0.17 mm. 
Recently, Osman et al. (1999) and Garot et al. (2000) introduced and evaluated a method 
for cardiac motion tracking using a Hilbert transform and the harmonic phase (HARP) 
of tagged images. This method is described in deta.il in Section 2.2.3. 
Other techniques 
A drawback of the majority of the above-mentioned models is a high demand in pro­












deformation class. The method relies on very accurate image registration, but allows for 
automatic feature propagation and a sharp 2-D motion analysis of the walls. The pro­
cessing time was of the order of a second. Chandrashekara et al. (2002) present a further 
fully automated 3-D technique based on nonrigid image registration using multi-level 
freeform deformations. The novel aspect of their technique is its integrated nature with 
tag localisation and deformation field reconstruction. Only a limited number of tests 













Deformation gradient and finite 
strain tensors 
Strain may be calculated relative to a Lagrangian or Eulerian description of motion. 
A reference map p(x, t) relates the spatial position x of a point at time t to its cor­
responding reference position p. This is known as a Eulerian description of motion, 
and the corresponding coordinates are known as spatial coordinates. The Lagrangian 
description involves a forward map x(p, t), which relates the reference position p to its 
deformed position x at time t. These coordinates are known as material coordinates. 
Material coordinates are used in conjunction with the reference configuration only, and 
the spatial coordinates serve for all other configurations. 
In the Eulerian description, attention is focused on what is happening to the individ­
ual particles during the motion, whereas in the Lagrangian description the emphasis is 
directed to the events taking place at specific points in space. For example, the dis­
placement field in La.grangian coordinates is u(p, t) = x(p, t) - p. This describes the 
displacement that will occur to the particle that starts at p. The displacement field in 
Eulerian coordinates is u(x, t) = x - p(x, t). This describes the displacement that the 
particle now at x has undergone. 
Consider the Lagrangian description of motion x = x(p, t), where the x on the right 
hand side of the equation represents the function whose arguments are p and t , while 
the same symbol on the left hand side represents the value of the function , i.e. a point in 













D.l: Deformation between two sets of points in a continuum. 
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Assuming that the mapping x x(p) is \AJUvUU<V 
(D.3) 

A tensor is a mathematical entity to rorw"",cm the important physical 
quantities of continuum !HC;IA1,CHU tensors, vectors are first 
order tensors, stress and tensors are term g~ characterises 
local deformation at p, is deformation gradient tensor F. It follows 
that dx = Pdp. x P [Pl, P3l, the deformation gradient tensor 
is given by 
(D.4) 
where the dependence on p smoothness conditions of the 
mapping function x = x(p) Thus exists such that 
dp = P-1dx. 
There are a number common measures deformation based on 
gradient tensor. 1S deformation tensor, which is a 
tensor based on the ~'ACNU"",~ the deformation the magnitude 
distance between the It is by 
FT·F (D.5) 
From this, the tensor L can be immediately defined as 
L = 1 (G I) (D.6)
2 
I is an change during the deformation in the magnitude 
can also be represented in form, 













the finite strain tensor E can be given by 
1 
= - (I ­
2 
C) 
a a are 
in any continuum mechanics text, for example Mase and 
ll"'-,""~H ...a,,,,,,, the knowledge of the spatial orientation of 
of Young's modulus and the shear modulus 
can not as yet be gauged in vivo using noninvasive 
imaging has yielded promising results in 
orientation (Masood et al., 2000). Studies on specimens 
a well ordered distribution of fibre angles, varying 
60 direction near the endocardium, to about 











SPAMM in the frequency domain 
As described in Appendix B, 1-D 1-1 SPAMM generates a tag pattern by applying a () 
degree RF pulse, followed by a gradient G, followed by another () degree RF pulse. The 
sequence is completed by crushing all lateral magnetisation. 
Vector notation will be used here to provide a framework compatible with 2-D grid 
tagging. Let end-diastole be considered to be at time t = 0, and let every material point 
in the heart be marked by its position p at this reference time. If 10 (p) is the intensity 
of the material points in the absence of the tag pulse sequence, then from Equation B.8, 
the application of 1-D 1-1 SPAMM will modulate this intensity to produce 
h (p) = 10 (p )T(p; k, ()) (E.1) 
where 
2T(p; k, ()) = cos () - sin2 () cos(kT p) (E.2) 
The variable k is the tag spatial frequency in radians/mm. Equation E.2 can also be 
written in the form 
T(p; k, ()) = C1 (()) cos(k6' p) + C2 (()) cos(kT p) (E.3), .I, .I 
V v 












(a) 	 (b) 
Figure E.1: Example of (a) a I-D tagged image, and (b) its corresponding 2-D Fourier transform. 
where C1(0) = cos20, C2(0) = - sin20 and ko = 0. Because a cosine has two symmetric 
spectral peaks in the Fourier domain, a I-D 1-1 SPAMM pattern has three spectral 
peaks. More generally, a I-D SPAMM pattern generated with K RF pulses has 2K ­
1 spectral peaks. Consider the 1-D ( or planar) tagged image in Figure E.l ( a) and 
the corresponding Fourier transform in Figure E.l (b). There are seven spectral peaks, 
implying that four RF pulses were delivered, i.e. the binomial coefficients 1-3-3-1. 
Generating a 2-D 1-1 SPAMM pattern is done by applying two I-D 1-1 SPAMM 
sequences in succession. For the two tag directions kl and k2' the resulting modulated 
intensity is 
h(p) = Io(p )T(p; k1 , O)T(p; k2' 0) 	 (EA) 
Substituting Equation E.2 into Equation EA, and using trigonometric identities, results 
in the following weighted sum of cosines 
h(p) = 	 Io(p)[2 cos20 - cos20 sin20 cos(kip) 
- sin20 cos20 cos(krp) + sin20 cos(krp) 
+ sin20 cos(kTp)] 	 (E.5) 
where k3 = kl + k2 and k4 = kl - k2. Writing ko = 0, as in the I-D case, Equation E.5 













Figure E.2: Example of (a) a 2-D tagged image, and (b) its corresponding 2-D Fourier transform. 
12(p) = Io(p) L
4 
Dn(()) cos(k~p) (E.6) 
n=O 
Equation E.6 shows that a 2-D 1-1 SPAMM image is the summation of five images 
comprising a baseband pattern and four sinusoidally modulated patterns. The tagged 
image shown in Figure E.2 is obtained using 2-D 1-2-1 SPAMM. Because a 2-D SPAMM 
pattern is a product of two 1-D SPAMM patterns, it has (2K - 1)2 spectral peaks in 
k-space. Figure E.2 demonstrates this, with a single peak at DC, eight peaks in the 
primary sinusoid directions, and sixteen peaks in the direction of products of these 
sinusoids. Except for the case when n = 0, which corresponds to the spectral peak 
at the origin, each value of n corresponds to a pair of radially symmetric peaks in the 
direction kn. In generaL tag fading will only affect the Dn functions. 
The locations kn of the spectral peaks in k-space are easily found from the directions of 
the gradient G. Incorporating the reference map into Equation E.6 and modifying the 
equation for general SPAMM gives the following unified description of the tagged MR 
image during motion (Osman and Prince, 2000a) 
I(p(x, t)) = L
N 
Io(p(x, t))Cn(t)ej~p(x,t) (E.7) 
n=l 
where N = (2K - 1) for 1-D SPAMM and N = (2K - 1)2 for 2-D SPAMM. The 
coefficients Cn are readily determined from Dn and are made functions of time to account 












convenience. Equation E.7 shows that the SPAMM tagged image is the sum of N 
complex harmonic images, each corresponding to a distinct spectral peak identified by 













Calculating strain from HARP 
•Images 
Strain can most simply be described as the normalised change in length in a particular 
direction. The most common strain measurement found in literature on cardiac motion 
is unit elongation in a direction defined by a vector e (Kerwin et al., 1999). Using this 
notation, Lagrangian strain is given by 
(F.1) 
and Eulerian strain is given by 
(F.2) 
Here ep and ex are vectors defining the direction of strain for Eulerian and Lagrangian 
descriptions, respectively, and F is the deformation gradient tensor. Appendix D pro­
vides background on frames of reference and strain tensors. The directions of strain in 
studies of the heart are usually orientated in a circumferential or radial direction relative 
to the centre of the left ventricle. 
The HARP analysis lends itself well to determining Eulerian strain. During positive 
strain (stretch) the distance between two points increases, which in turn has the effect 












at a point on the is proportional to 
of the phase at that point. 
case. Let \7 x depict with respect to x. 
of the deformation tensor F, F- 1 = \7xp(x, t). 
of phase can thus be terms of the unwrapped phase 
t), as \7xp(x, t) = kll\7x¢*(x, t), where is spatial frequency. 
Equation F.2 gives the equation strain 
E(e) = 11(\7x¢*(x,t))-l II 1 (F.3) 
where e E is a unit vector defining the local Euclidian 
norm a scalar value at (x, t) e. the two 
U.U<Lv",,,,,·V,,,,,, case, the strain is given 
E(e) = II (\7¢*(x, t))-lWell- 1 (FA) 
¢= (x, t) is the two dimensional the deformation 
, k2)' 
Measuring '"'F,''''' strain using HARP is only possible if the my-
are time. This can be done in 
by Osman et al. (1999), a Newton-Raphson iterative rlrt")f't:l,ti to locate 












The Bloch equations 
The Bloch equations describe the net magnetisation vector M of a sample of spins 
placed in a magnetic field B. They were introduced in 1946 by Felix Bloch, and form 
the basis for nuclear magnetic resonance. Bloch assumed that a collection of spins 
represented as a net nuclear magnetisation M could be treated according to the laws 
of classical electromagnetism. In the presence of an external magnetic field B, these 
spins experience a torque given by the vector cross product M x H. The quantity H 
is known as the auxillary field , and it is given by H = J...B - M, where the constant 
1-'0 
/-Lo is the permeability of free space. The auxillary field H is a commonly-used measure 
in electromagnetics. In building an electromagnet, a certain current is passed through 
a coil. It is this current that is measured, and through a variation of Amperes law, 
describes H. The magnetic field B depends on the specific materials that are used and 
even, if iron is present, on the history of the magnet. 
Bloch noted that the torque of a system is equal to the time rate of change of its 
angular momentum, and, by the Larmor equation, that H is proportional to this angular 
momentum through the gyromagnatic ratio T From this he showed that the motion of 
M over time could be described by the vector equation 
dM 
- = ~/(M x H) (G.1)
dt 
When B is static (denoted B o), this equation describes the motion of M as a simple 












spins interact only with Bo, and not with each other or their local environment. In 
reality this is not the case, and M will not precess indefinitely around B o, but rather 
progressively return to its initial alignment parallel to Bo. Consider the magnetisation 
vector M to be comprised out of three components Mx, My and Mz, with initial positions 
Mxo, Myo and Mzo , corresponding to their initial alignment with B o. Bloch described 
the loss of energy associated with this return to initial alignment by two first order 
systems with time constants Tl and T2, giving the relations 
dMz - ­
dt 















Including the components of the torques that the spins experience in the magnetic field 




-y = ~!(M x H) +-y (G.6)dt y T2 
dMx = (M x H) Mx (G.7)dt I x + T2 
Note that H is parallel to the z-axis in MR imaging, which makes the cross product in 
the first equation equal to zero. The integration of the first equation thus yields the 
formula for the z-magnetisation as a function of time 
(G.8) 
Equations G.6 and G.7 are coupled differential equations, which for the case of a 900 
pulse, have the solution 
(G.9) 












Equations G .8, and predict that M will exhibit a precession around IJJ.LU>U'CUF, 
Bo at Computation of the of ,"',,,.,Wv'U vector 
the T2 relaxation J.vL<"'''HJ'H 











Dyssynchrony tangential strain data 
for two normal volunteers, two 
patieIlts with LBBB, and two 
patients with RBBB 
Figures H.1 and H.2 show the Ett versus time curves for the normal volunteers, together 
with the corresponding end-systolic maps of Ett. The onset of Ett is relatively uniform 
in all segments for both volunteers. 
Figure H.3(a) shows Ett versus time curves for a patient with a LBBB. A delay in 
onset to contraction is clear in the lateral LV free wall and posterior LV free wall. 
Figure H.3(b) shows the corresponding end-systolic map of Ett, where very little LV 
and RV contractility is evident, and the septum is actually bulging into the RV cavity. 
Figure H.3( c) shows a bullseye plot, where outer, middle and inner rings portray the 
percentage of Cd-enhancement at base, mid and apical short-axis LV slices, respectively. 
Figure H.4(a) shows Ett versus time curves for the second patient with a LBBB. Here a 
delay to onset of contraction is also evident in the posterior LV wall, and the RV function 
is normal. Figure H.4(b) shows very little contractility in the LV, with the septum again 












III Figure H.5(a) shows Ett versus time for a with a 
the anterior septum is evident both onset of 
contraction are evident in both RV segments in the 
lateral free wall. The lack of contractility IS 
H.6{a) shows the versus curves a a 
fascicular block (LAFB). is 
depicted in Figure H.6(c), but this does not H.6(b). 
contractility of the LV free wall appears healthy curves, a 
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Figure H.I: 	Normal volunteer 1. (a) Ett versus time for the segments shown In Figure 8.4, and (b) 
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Figure H.2: Normal volunteer 2. (a) Midwall Ett versus time for the segments shown In Figure 8.4, 
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Figure H.3: Patient 1: LBBB, QRS=151 ms. (a) Ett versus time for the segments shown in Figure 8.4, 
(b) End-systolic map of midwall Ett and 2-D trajectory position, and (c) percent Gd 
delayed-enhancement of basal, mid, and apical short-axis slices (image reproduced with 
permission from Prof. F.H. Epstein). A - anterior LV; L - lateral LV; P - posterior LV; I 
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Figure H.4: Patient 2: LBBB, QRS=133 ms (a) Ett versus time for the segments shown in Figure 8.4, 
(b) End-systolic map of midwall Ett and 2-D trajectory position, and (c) percent Gd 
delayed-enhancement of basal, mid, and apical short-axis LV slices (image reproduced 
with permission from Prof. F.H . Epstein). A - anterior LV; L - lateral LV; P - posterior 
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Figure H.5: Patient 3: RBBB, QR.S= 145 ms (a) Ett versus time for the segments shown in Figure 8.4 , 
(b) End-systolic map of mid wall Ett and 2-D trajectory position, and (c) percent Gd 
delayed-enhancement of basal, mid, and apical short-axis LV slices (image reproduced 
with permission from Prof. F .H. Epstein). A - anterior LV; L - lateral LV; P - posterior 
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Figure H.6: 	Patient 4: RBBB and LAFB, QRS=147 ms (a) Ett versus time for the segments shown 
in Figure 8.4, (b) End-systolic map of midwall Ett and 2-D trajectory position, and (c) 
percent Gd delayed-enhancement of basal, mid, and apical short-axis LV slices (image 
reproduced with permission from Prof. F.H. Epstein; apex data was absent) . A - anterior 
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